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f Do yot catch on Harlan are yamable.





to do business is on
-es. Cash. 133..sis I
It is not only a safe way but
buyer and seller. If you have not
tried this way
Large Stock. Well Mooned. Pries Low. Work a Specialty.





I. what keep.; our trade. Men take our
word au freely as we take their
money. Thi@ makes trade
A PLEASURE!
A Sav1ll ayIto





"Wreckers of High Prices."
No haggling, no puffing. no dodging,
no squirming,
Din' Prices, Like Our Goods,






There can be no safer
INVESTMENT
—Than is offered to—
kat
CUSTOMERS.









Into the glariag error of believing
any man who says that he can make
or will make auy
iEgtt4Etr• Ell-ric4a13
Than we are making on our goods.
No man can buy cheaper than I do.
I buy for cash down, and we nail
the bargains. No man can under
buy me. No man shall undersell
me. I claim to have the
Best Goods
Best Prices!
and just bear in mind that we don't
intend to have any stand off or draw
in this fight. We take no man's
dust, but here's our blow:
Best or Bust!
JEK. 7/0 IA I 1=10 SE; exu x nT ,
Nos. 22 and 24 Ninth street.
ri




New goods arriving daily. Our eastern
buyer has made arrangements with leading
manufacturers to keep us supplied with all
the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we ,
I will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hav-
ing very light expenses and buying for three I1,1 large clothing houses, we are enabled to
"scoop" all the bargains. We can furnish II
it •
h Fine Clothing Made to Order
and guaranteed to tit, or no sale. Corn- and
Ij see us at our
ONE PRICE CASH CLOTHING STORE vi
11" 2 Doors From Bank of lic.pkinsville.
'247=727E:7 ° nr_nt_o___nkorr
4131-At7CUISILMT,
Pip Ile I Cannelton dailyimp Will leave 1 except Sunday, at a o'clock. a m „ making curs
connections with the O., R. A N. S.. R.
Returning, lea, e• Caseation daily at 5:5e p
ix., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at 9 p. st.
BUSDLY 'Mgt 0•111 
Loaves Evansville g a. is. sharp
Leaves 0 wenaboro • p. n. sharp
Pare e. for round trip on Sunday, but not
for Mores punthass4 by the atom ard.
BYRNES A SNYDER, Agents.
EimoplANPIL
LipsevpOilfriittgr
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• •I II • C •
TIM LISItt ttzanebt Steamer ;VOA reitAttld000I.VIVOK
J. B. THOMPSON.. 
MD NASH Clerk. Rao ..ASHNILLE•.EKK.
FOR SALE BY ALL DItUtiGISTS.
WORTH 1,000!
TESTI/IONIAN OF HON. PAULli, OF
BERIEN COUNTY.
Would Not Tale *1,000 for It—Re-
lieved of Fifteen Years' Suffering
Frees Dyspepsia.
ALaP•lia, G•., June 22, 1887.—B. B.
B. Company, Atlanta, Ga.—Gentlemen:
I had suffered from that terrible disease,
dyspepsia, for over fifteen years, and
during that time tried everything I
could hear of, and spent over three
hundred dullard in doetors' bills, with-
out receiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
lially, after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, a friend recommended B. B. B.
(Botanic Blood Balm), and I began
using it; not, however, expecting to be
beuefitted. Alter using half a bottle 1
was satisfied that I was being benefitted,
and when the sixth botUe was taken I
telt like a new man. I would riot take
$1,000 for the good it has done me; in
fact, the relief derived from it is price-
less. I firmly believe that 1 would have
died had i not taken it.
Respectfully, etc.,
THOMAS l'AULK.
For the blood, use B. B. B.
For scrofula, use H. B. B.
For catarrh, 118e It. B. B.
For rheuniatism, use B. B. B.
For kidney troubles, use B. B. B.
For skin disease, use B. B. B.
For eruptions, use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who lila used B.
H. B. of its merits. Get our book free
fillet! with i certificates of wonderful
cures.
SPECIAL.
All who desire full information about
the cause and cure of Blood Polemic
Scroftile or &Toulon. Swellings, Ulcers,
Sores, Rheuniation, Kidney Complainte,
Catarrh, etc.. can secure by mail free, a
copy of our 32-page Illustrated Book of
Wonders, filled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address, BLOOD BALM Co
Atlanta, Ga.
IINPRECINDENTED ATTRACTIOI!110 Over half a Million Distributed!
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
;S•L•
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONP'Y
Incorporated by the Legislature in Ines, for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and its
franchise mail.. a part of the present State Con-ntii talon, in lniU, by an overwhelming popular
vote
Its Grand %Ingle Number Draw.
laps take place monthly, and the grand Quar-
terly Drawings regularly ever> three months
(March, June September and December)
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
•rrangementa for all the Monthly and guar-terlyty Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot•
&cry Company, •nii in person manage and con-trol the Drawings themselves, Anil that the nameare conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward ail parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-simile* of our signatures attached, in its adver-
tisements."
Com sea I sr i• e
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers willpay all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana StateLotteries which inay• be presented at our coun-ters
It. M. W A 'AMPULE
Pres. Loalstana National Bank.
P. LANAUX,
Prete. aisle National Rama.
A. BALDWIN,
Pres. New Orlean• National Rana.
CARL KOHN,
Pre.. Union National Hank.
Grand Quarterly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, June 12, 1.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100.000 Ticket, at Twenty Dtvilars
each. Halve. 1150; Qua  $3;
Tenths $Y; Twentieths $I.
LIST or ritIZE.S.
I PRIZE OF 1300.000 is
1 •• of 100,000 is
I " of 50,000 is  
1 " of 22,000 is  
2 PRIZES OF 10,000 are
5 of ii,oe0 are 
of 1,000 are 
Inn
:OD
" of 500 are ..
" of au0 are ....
•: of 200 are .
A PPROII21 A TIOPI raiz=
100 Prizes of 2.100 approximatiag to
2300,000 Prize are
100 Prizes of POO ap;.roximating to
1100,000 Prize are .
100 Prizes of 0100 •pproximating to
Es.0.00e Prize are
Taltals•L Palate.
1,(100 Prizes of 1100 decided by $moo,000
Prise are

















3,11111 prizes amounting to 81.055,000
For Club Rates. or any further tuformation
apply to the undersigned. Your handwriting
mist be distinct and signature plain More
rapid return mail verj will be assured
your enclosing an envelope hearing your fu
address.
Send Postal Nolen, Expel...8 Roney Orders, or
New York Itii•hange ordigary letter Cur-
rency by express at our expense, addressee to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
•ildress Registered Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
REritEMBER Zietrl'i: ICier:eftea:cfl
and Ear y, who are in charge of the drawings,
is a guarantee of absolute fairneos and integrity.
that the chances are all equal, and that' tei obecan possibly divine what numbers Will draw a
Pri le.
KITE flE11 itiat thesayment of Prizesis us' severe:En es ruts la.Tilos L maniites of Ne Ortekris, and' the
Tirkiits are signed by the President of an In-
stitution, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
any Imitations or anonymous schemes.
0011
Litiitif T.
tif.YER YAM To CURE.
SrPAIKS (1/15 Rttf.thiql5A
i:V4D ALL DISEASES of
MO MO BEAST.
IMI CAM BE REAcmED ByAm
*11-"PtkiVjk(APplkki:010t4
So cr..gTs RBOTTLE
ThOLD E.YER E Rin -A. 317 fie MI I N
Manager 140135LB)ril$ nr.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
SUMMER LAW LECTURER (slue
weekly, begin 11th July, lets, and end Igth Sep-
tember. Have proved of signal use,—Ist,
stuileete who design to pursue their 'Audit* at
tele or other Law senool; et to Hume who pro-
pose to read privniely; and 5.1, to practitioners
who have not hail the advantage of systematicInstruction. For eireular apply (P. 0 Univer-
sity of Ye to Jolts B. Minos, Prat. Cow. and
Mat. Law.
&matted.
suggested by read lag the address of lion. Jae
Breathlttoldivered at the iinvidling of the
soldier's monument at Ilopkissville, Ky.,
May 11th, 1816.
When the cl•il w ar etas raging
With ita dreadful, will alarms
Ant the north and th were inust'ring
For the awful c of arms.
Volunteers by th nds.gatliereti
Answering tot leaders' call
With a high resolve to conquer.
Or within tee ranks to fall.
Beardless youths and grey liai,e4 sire*
left their plows to rust a field
As they heard the Wein-ern°
Thundering from the battle held.
• • • * • •
When the bitterstrOsseas nearing
ii its king-deassee Close
And the assioriiinary struggle
Illad piled up uncommitted a ues.
VeCrans, battled scarred were charging
Ti' their death epos, the th•Iii
Each determined thaw to conquer
Anil compel the foal* yield.
Theo a private tress ew England
Net in single-h strife
A brave souther* Georgia
Seeking each life
Faithful to their V banners,
Each one strove et'rv there
While perhaps th111 of them whispered
Silent syllables of yer
Each remembered Mlle and loved ones,
Whom they never might see,And it nerved there that battle
fought by tieue rant rind Lee.
Fatal was the eon them.
Each one tell wi I wound,
Sole hy aide they dying
On tae trembling ground.
Slowiy oozed awa We Wood.
As they each one ed of hoses,
Each iii left a little daughter—
Both must uow am orphans roam!
Bach one felt a thrill of pity
For the other's sorrowing child
Ale' they clasped their bands in friendship
'Mid the roar of battle will.
Said that dying Union soldier
To his prostrate foe in grey.
We have bravely met and fallen
AL,' must meet our judge 10-lay.
tel us now forgive each other
As we hope to be forgiven
So if we here die together
We,aa friends, may meet in heaven.
Then the bleeding nouthern soldier
Tried to speak one word.
But it died away iu a tou ruler
'fill his voice could not be heard.
Yet his pale lips seemed to quiver
And a tear stood kilos eye,
Ache closed his stiffening angers
ith his fallen foe to
O'er his cheek a smile then lingered
Full of sweet forgiving love.
Which betokened hope immortal
In that strifeless land shove.
2i lien the din of battle ended.
And next morning's run arose.
1,o4kivg from his lofty pathway
Down on human joys awl woes
There they lay. hands clasped together!
Coe. in batne—irlendA in death:
Sorrow hail their hands united
As they }Wiled up their breath.
Thus in peace they crossed Cie river,
Roth were weary of the strife
Anil their hates are all forgotten
In that higher, better life
Now , let flowers of pleasant memory,
Bloom Alain° each soliber-gra‘e,
And down oncoming ages
May one nag above them wave.
Hopkinsville, Ky.. May It, Dee V MIA.
Birth-Day Poem.
The following was written and pre-
sented to Mr. W. S. Withers, formerly
of this place, but now of Kansas City,
Mo., on May 4, 1888, time twenty-second
anniversary of his birth, by his em-
ployer, Mr. P. Connelly:
°youth: be prompt the generous Impulse to
obey!
Nor think of gain, or loss:
For tiod in Iii. own mysterious way
Will part the gold from the dram
Anil here, and mu the great *emu uting day,
Iteidow a crown for a croes.
'bank the Lord for his provident*
That brought you under our root:
And recall with pleasure, your ibillilence,
And concern in another's behirof,
For you had no selfish end in view.
Your mission was friendship's test;
For some are kiwi and some are true.
But the unselenh friend is the best
To-day you pars another stone
That marks your pilgrimage on earth;
And we rejoice that Dot alone
That darling one who gave you birth
Will mind theday, and breathe a prayer
That God may keep you in Ills care.
And know, young friend, that life contains
Some jewels that we all may wear.
I reckon not the miser's gain.,
Nor iliamondi bright, nor genius rare—
These are restricted io the few,
And when possessed, of doubtful worth;
But truth and love may shine in you,
And honor bright, and friendship true;
And throe are yours by right of birth
P. CONNELLY.
• •111.•--
'flue Porter-Edmunds feud at Paris,
'Fenn., was revived Monday and Will
Edmunds was dangerously wounded
and Dudley Porter shot dead in his
tracks. Last April Kenney Porter, son
of ex Gov. Porter, and a uoted desper-
ado, was shot and dangerously wound-
ed by Will Edmunds because he refused
to desist from paying attentions to Ed-
munds' sister. Porter recovered, and
Monday met Edmund.' on time street and
opened tire on him. Edmund. returned
time tire, emptying hie pistol at his foe,
who turned and fled after shooting tour
time, Edmunds was wounded in three
places. An hour later, Alex. White,
cashier of the Commercial Bank of
Paris, was relating the occurrence to a
• owd oh t the street, and Dudley Porter,
a brother of Kenney, took exceptions to
a statement and called White a 0—d
d—n Ile. White drew a pistol and fired
on Porter, who fell dead In his tracks.
At the time of the affair last April Ken-
ney Porter was under indictment for
killing John White, a brother of the




The Nashville Democrat should take
the editor of the Mayfield (Ky.,) Moni-
tor in charge at once, for, as indicated
In time following, he has a severe attack
andsneeds Immediate attention
On Thursday evening of last week we
boarded the souttobound train with
Fulton, our neighboring state line city,
as our objective point. We arrived at
our destination on time and unharmed
and in a few minuted we were registered
for a illglit'd rest with that 1.1rince 01
hotelmen, A. II. Flemlog. Early Fri-
day morning after breakfasting by par-
taking of a good square meal (the first
011e iii quite a while), we started out to
take a view of the city aud look for the
committee on arratigemente for time First
tlietrict educatiotini usociatIon. We
had not gotme tar until we filet James 11.
Saunderiethe itiviticible coutity euperin-
tetedent of Fulton county and a umetuber
of the aforesaid committee, who con-
ducted us out to Carr institute, mt spa-
cious aml magnificent structure located
on the Kentucky side of the Terinessee
and Kentucky state line in the edge of
a beautiful grove of forest trees. In a
short time we were joined by several
teachera amid friends of our common
csureolestring to participate in the








The neat Deboe 
r r 
Nicholas-
ville, Ky., destroyed by fire Thursday,
adds a new phase to a very annoying
omit among time heir for a division of
the property. One of the heirs, Thom-
as is blind and a paralytic. lie
has five nielden sisters, three of them
triplets, aged shout forty years. An
older sister, Miss Tints Liebe-, got con-
trol of the farm, and the unfortunates
sued for a division. Miss Tina, for
persistently violating the orders of t'ir-
cult Judge Martin and for resisting offi-
cers, was sent to ptil. The commission-
er wee ordered to rent the place and di-
vide the house so a tenant could live
there. A few days ago she refused to
let the officers in. Work was com-
menced in tearing away a wing of the
house, and the fire yesterday morning
put an end to all of it. There Is no in-
euratice on the house and the Ions is a
heavy one for the once wealthy heirs,
now in poverty.
when such hearty veterans ati Gen.
Palmer and ex-Senator Thurman get to
prancing around in the field of politics,
It Is time for the raw recruits to keep
their eyes open and step out lively, or
they will not get a taste of the fighting
before iii. all over.
NEIGHBORHOOD NOTES.
Henderson Journal.;
Hon. E. G. Sebree will build a resi-
dence in the city In the near future.
A scientific death to cut-worms is
vouchsafed, and the remedy is to get
tile scientific luminaries of tiie Owens-
boro Inquirer and Hopkinsville New
Emma together and allow them to discuss
the question In the presence of the tom-
mon enemy.
Henderson county Democracy will
not be largely represented at the nation-
al convention in St. Louie, and the man
who gets a seat will be fortunate. Our
delegate, Mr. N'Anee, informs us that he
will receive for distribution but aix tick-
ets at time utmost, and other counties In
time district will be entitled to some of
these, leaving him very few to give his
frietide here.
Princeton Banner.,
The boys who went fishing during
time present session of the grand jury,
after having been summoned, have got-
ten themeelves in trouble. Warrants of
arrest were taken out for forty-two of
them, and they were held returnable to
the next term of the court. They will
doubtless all be fined for contempt. Of
nine brought before Judge Grace at this
term for contempt for failure to obey a
summons to appear before the grand
jury at the October term, eight were
fined from five to ten dollars each.
Judge Grace seeing disposed to make
the boys who show contempt to hie
court feel the strong arm of the law.
One man refused to answer questions
asked by the grand jury, and spent
several days in jell.
[Henderson Cleaner.;
There is some talk of the I. mt N., O.
V. and L., St. L. St '1'. roads building a
union depot on Second street.
The Princeton Banner thinks that
the 0. V. and L., St. L. dt 'I'. will con-
solidate and extend the 0. V. south of
Princeton.
The 0. V. R. R. and the N. N. and
M. V. railway will build • very hand-
some union depot, both passenger and
freight, at Princeton. The work on it
will begin right away.
"Elkton Progress.,
Work on both the graded school and
new hotel is progressing nicely. We
will be up and ready on time.
There is to be a clty election on the
4th, when five trustees, a city judge and
a town tuarshall are to be elected. But
little excitement so far.
The Progress ()Mee can't be called a
"stag office" any longer, for our fore-
man hail redeemed u8 and we are DOW
married and keeping house in order.
Time editor is still open to proposals and
time leap year is already half spent.
One evening title week some young
Mies attired themselves in men's cloth-
ing and paid some cello. It was per-
haps tunny to them, but in the eyes of a
cultivated community it is simply dis-
gusting. We spare mimeo for the sake
of family pride.
Messrs. Geo. P. and John O. Street
will leave to-morrow evening for Chris-
tian county, where on Saturday they
will attend &reunion of old school mates,
at Oak Hill Seminary, an Institution
founded and conducted by their father,
Elder G. 1. Street, for a number of
years. The pupil. of that honored
teacher are in the habit of meeting on
the old school grounds of their youth
every few years and strengtheeing the
"ties that hind."
We spent last Friday and night most
delightfully with friends and loved ones
in Hopkinsville. The business men
sent us away with over a column of new
ads—and our weakness alone for that
special line is proverbial—while dear
friends tested our gutronomic strength
with tine strawberries, cream, cakes,
new flail, etc. At the home (and a love-
ly home It irm) of Dr. E. R. cook, that
old Virginia gentleman, we spent the
night, and when he entertains you once
at his house, you can have but one re-
gret, and that is you can't remain al-
ways.
ikiadisonville Times ;
Mrs. Elizabeth MeEwen, living four
miles east of Hanson, on last Monday
night had the misfortune to lose her
house by fire. The loom is about $800
with no insurance. Even tile clothing
of the occupants were burned up.
The chairmen of the Democratic
cottnty committees of this congreesion-
al district, will meet in Madisonville
on Saturday, June 2nd, to deter-
mine time time and manner of holding
the nominating convention for a candi-
date for congress. We suggest that the
time be the near future, as there can be
no good reason assigned for deferring
the matter.
Hunt Harris, of this place, last week
went to Webster county on business.
He put up at :light with Mr. T. J. Jack.
son, of Carlow. During the night some
weut to the stable and atoie Harris'
horse, The neat morning the thief
passed through Madisonville, and while
here tried to sell the horse, but no one
recognieed the animal. Harris came
home and followed on after the man,
and near Idol-toll's Gap came up with
his horse standing by the roadside. The
rider had left him and took to the brush.
The borer when found lied ou only •
bridle. Mr. Harris ilia WA yet been
able to capture the thief.
JAMES BRONAUGH.
The Old are Passing Away.
Yee, "the old niust die, the young
may," is a trite saying, but when we
bury tite loved of our own household
then the saying in felt mid realized.
Just across the street from where I live,
once lived Bro. James Bronaugh. His
sage counsels and cheerful voice are
milled forever In title world. lie WAS
more than an ordinary wan ; a land-
mark of the past; one who had learned
in the school of hardship; lessons of sell-
ienial and devotion to principle. Ile
was a Christian man. What more can
be said of him to his praise' In his
youth he was raked an Epietropallate
but after mature years lie united with
the Baptists, always having a tender
regard for the church of his fathers.
Ile was born in Spotaylvania county,
Va., Oct. Is, 1804; was united in mar-
riage Oct. 49, len, to laabel Hart, of
Louisa county, who died In 1880. lie
moved to Kentucky in 1331, living near
Casky, hriatian county, when !removed
to Hopkinoville in Ise% Ile and his
wife wilted with the Baptist church lu
this place fifty years ago. 'fbey were
both consistent, God-fearing people un-
til the day of their death. Bro. Bro.
naugh was a cheerful man, always look-
ing on the bright side of life, ever ready
to do his duty when called on.
A large family has preceded him to
the better land. Only two survive,
of his children,MissJenny and William,
and many grand children remain to
mourn time loss of this good man. We
say to those who remain remember the
counsel anti advice of one who loved
you.
He was sick only a few days, but real-
ized that his end was approaching, lie
remarked to me that he was ready, and
only (treaded the pangs of death, lie
wee • constant reader of the Bible and
the old Banner and Recorder for 40
years. May the Lord help ue all to be
as faithful. V. U. U.
Hopkinaville, Ky.
CALIFORNIA IN MAY.
An Interesting Letter Descriptive of
the Climate, etc.
SAN DIEGO, CAL., May 27.—There is a
difference et opinion in regard to south-
ern California's desirability as a place
to live, but there is no discount on the
climate. I have never allowed myself
to grow as enthusiastic on the subject
as a native Californian, hut after sever-
al months' residence in San Diego, I
unhesitatingly give it as my candid
opislon that time climate is not sur-
passed anywhere. I.ast winter time on-
ly "cold spell" was about the first of
February, when the mercury "dropped"
down to thirty degrees. I spent the
winter in an office without a tire and it
was never cold enough to be uncom-
fortable.
It sometimee seemed like I dream as
I sat in this summer land during the
blizzards, storms and freezes of two
months ago and received telegraphic re-
ports of people freezing to death all
over the east. During the whole win-
ter flowers were growing and blooming
In the yards and gardens. In some gar-
dens great beds of calla lilies bloomed
from December till March. Early in
April vegetables and early fruits ap-
peared in the markets. We have had
strawberries and cherries constantly for
nearly two months, and the second
crop of strawberries is just getting ripe.
They will last for two months longer.
They have been quite plentiful at sixty
cents a gallon. Cherries here are as
large as Chickasaw plums anti sell at
twenty-five cents • pound. Oranges
are still ripening and are picked every
day from trees covered with blossoms
for the next crop. The crop though is
almost harvested, tile fruit now heing
small and rather indifferent. The fresh
orseges sell at front ten cents to twen-
ty cents a dozen, according to size.
During the last two weeks currants,
apricots and many other small fruits
have appeared in great abundance.
The vegetable season is now at its
height and fresh potatoes, green peas
and such things can be had for a song.
Vegetation is everywhere growing vig-
orously and the trees have as much fo-
liage as Is seen there in July.
The so-called rainy season has just
abou ended. It was unusually late this
year. The rainy season does not tnean
a continuous wet spell, as many sup-
pose. It simply means a shower or two
about every ten days, generally at
night. There have been one or two
"sprinkles" within the last few days,
but they did not amount to much.
It may be asked in what respect San
Diego's climate differs from that of any
other semi-tropical country. It le this—
while it never geta colder than thirty
degrees, it never gets hotter than nine-
ty-five. There is sometimes a little fog
or haze in the morning, but by seven
o'clock it passes away and the days are
all bright and pleasant at this season.
About four o'clock in the afternoon the
ocean breeze sets in, which sometimes
is a little too strong and becomes a rath-
er disagreeable wind. This continues
until late at night and makes it necessa-
ry to wear an overcoat every evening
In the year. There are no sweltering
days followed by nights too hot and
sultry to admit of sleep. It is just
about the same thing op the year and
it is hard to tell where one season leaves
off amid another begins. I do not want
to take up too much of your space, so
will not write more for time present.
The Hopkinaville colony I. still grow-
ing and now comprises the following
list: M. 0. Smith and family, Jas.
Campbell and family, '1'. W. Smith, D.
'1'. Davis and family, J. D. Hays and
iamtly, Moses M. Kaufman, mother and
sister, henry Davis and mother, W. F.
Meacham and family, C. I). Davis, Will
Shaw, Wilbur Wilson, Oscar Winders
and family, Clark Sharp and family,
Otto Mairngreen and family, C. A.
Brackrogge atid family, Jesse L. Ed-
mundson, Henry Tandy and the under-
eigned. I understand Mr. R. B. John-
ton has also come out but I have rot
imeen him. There are in all something
over fifty Hopkinaville people here, be-
sides quite a number on others at Los
Angeles and Santa Ana, With a few
exceptions the men are all at work and
appear to be doing well. Jesse Ed-
mondson is making a very efficient and
energetic reporter and is much pleased
with his position on the San Diegan..
Cuss. M. Mrscilall.
•
Counterfeiting a Baking Powder.
The public is too well informed as to
the danger from alum baking powders
to need any caution agaiust using them.
It is.f,neverthelees, a fact that many of
our most prudent and careful house-
keepers are, without knowing it, using
these deleterious articles daily ,and from
them preparing for their families food
which, were they aware of its nature,
they would not offer to a beggar. Bak-
ing powder made front burnt alum cost
less than four cents a pound. When
these can be worked off in place of tlie
Royal Baking Powder, and sold for
forty or lilts, cents a pound, there are
many manufacturers and dealers
tomtit cieetly unscrupulous to do it.
A favorite method of selling these pois-
onous alum baking powder is by placing
them in an empty Royal Baking Pow-
der can and weighing them out in small
qusntities when the Royal Baking Pow-
der is called for by customers. The
grocer, if questioike claims that he buy.
in large packages at a lower rate, and le
thus able to sell below the price of the
goods in small cans. All baking pow-
ders sold in this way are entitled to sus-
picion. Analyses of many of them have
been made with a view to • protetution,
and generally made from poisonous
burnt alum. This is selling counterfeit
goods, and is, of course, an offence
against time law. We are glad to know
that the Royal Baking Powder Com-
pany have taken the matter in hand,
and are acting in a way that will protect
[lie public (row the ewitidle.
Time surest protection from this fraud
is for the housekeeper to buy the baking
powder of the brand she wishes in the
original unbroken package, looking
carefully to see that time labie hats not
been tampered with. The Royal Bak-
ing Powder Company announce, what
is well known, that their goods are
packed for the convenience of con-
sumers in cans of various 'sizes, but are
never sold in bulk, by the barrel or
loose by weight or measure. The cans
are securely sealed with the company's
trade mark label, and the weight of
each package stamped on the cover.
Any baking powder being peddled out
by weight under the name of Royal they
denounce as bogus and to be avoided.
Consumers should bear these facts in
mind if they do not wish to have im-
posed upon them the poisonous alum
stuff that is being profusely distributed
throughout the country mintier the name
of baking powder. If, however, they
buy time Royal in cries with unbroken
labels, they are always sure of using a
baking powder perfectly pure and
wholesome, and oh the highest test,
etrength and efficiency.
agnsa— _
A Georgia man on hearing that hie
church was about to withdraw fellow-
ship from him because he sold liquor,
offered to pay any fine the church
might assess if they would let him be.
lie was flrett.
W. C. T. U. DEPARTMENT.
iThe matter for this department is furnished
by the members of the 'Woman's Christian
Temperance Union. who are responsible for
what appears ;
'I'he W. C. T. U. meeting is changed
to Thursday, June 7th, 4 p. m., and
will be at the First Presbyterian church.
,Vrom the ( humbug
MJETHODIAT TEMPERANCE.
NICW YORK, May 25 —Bishop An-
drewL, who presided, announced that
the discussion of the report of the Com-
mittee on Temperance, which had been
the order of Tuesday night, would be
continued. The following resolution
was passed, and will be placed in the
church discipline:
"We are unalterably opposed to the
enactment of laws that propose, by li-
cense, taxing or otherwise, to regelate
the drink traffic, becaum they provide
for Its continuance and afford no protec-
tion against Its ravages. We hold that
the proper attitude of Christians toward
this traffic is one of uncompromising
opposition, and while we do not pre-
sume to dictate to our people as to their
political affiliation, we do express the
opinion that they should not permit
themselves to be controlled by party
organizations that are managed in the
interest of the liquor traffic. We advise
the members of our church to aid In the
enforcement of such laws as do not le-
galize or indorse the manufacture and
sale of intoxicants to be used as bever-
ages.
T1 MPKR•NCIC AND SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.
BALTIMORE, May 19.—Sabbath obser-
vance and the temperance question were
the principal topics discussed by the
Southern Presbyterian General Assem-
bly to-day. The report of the perma-
nent committee on Sabbath observance
was read and referred to a special com-
mittee.
The temperance question was Intro-
duced in the shape of a resolution that
the Assembly place itself on record one
way or another on the subject. Judge
Heiskell said it was time that the ques-
tion should be met by the Assembly.
The evil of intoxicating liquors was
sweeping thousands of people annually
into premature graves and the church
should use its influence to stay this. It
was ordered that a committee on tem-
perance Le appointed, to report at the
next annual meeting of the assembly.
t• IteltD OUT OF CHURCH.
ATLANTA, GA., May 31.—At the con-
ference of the First Baptist church last
night the fellowship of the church wee
withdrawn from Mr. E. B. Wilson, for-
merly well known in Atlanta. Mr.
Wilson hats been living at Blue Ridge
for about a year, running a big liquor
business. Ile said he knew he had been
a stumbling block to the church for
years. He owned a distillery but did
not conduct it in person, and hoped the
church would not object to that. He
felt that lie was a very unworthy church
member, but disliked to be turned out.
After the letter was read, the Confer-
ence voted unanimously to withdraw
fellowship from Mr. Wilson.
At General Assembly Presbyterian
church, Philadelphia, the report of the
standing committee on temperance was
presented. The report reeommended
that church people by no means sanc-
tion the traffic in liquor, either by in-
dorsing the bonds of dealers or renting
buildings to them, and included resolu-
tions disclaiming political motives, but
declaring In favor of the entire suppree-
'don of the traffic in intoxicating liquors
as a beverage; they recommend to the
sessions that church-membership be de-
nied to liquor-dealers.
Casky Fish-bar Joints.
Wm. Cowan and Master lIarry, were
at the station, Saturday.
Miss Mary Warfield speui Thursday
and Friday with Guthrie friends.
Mies Carrie Bartlett left for Hartford,
Friday.
Alex Winfree, of Garrettsburg, was
the guest of J. R. Winfree, Friday.
Mrs. Chas. McKee, who has been
quite ill, is now slowly improving.
Mrs. Jas. Radford, Sr. and Mrs. Chas.
Radford spent Friday with relatives in
Hopkinsville.
Some one tobbed Will Broneugh's
nice sweet potato patch of all the plants
Thursday night.
Col. Moss West, our next sheriff, was
at the station last week for a brief visit.
Mrs. Kate Bowled and Mime Carrie
Wood spent several days last week with
Madisonville friends.
Frauk Lacy and his pretty bride, net
Miss Bettie English, of Stevensport,
Ky., were at the Station, Friday.
Messrs Will Radford and Joe Yeagen,
of south Christian, were at the station
Monday.
Miss Agnes Yancy left Saturday to
spend a week with Fairview friends.
Capt. Jerry Burnes is in Hopkinsville
this week iii charge of John Davis' sec-
tion, while the latter is on a vacation.
James A. Radford left Friday for a
business trip through Kentucky and
Tennessee. He has made large pur-
chases ol wool this season.
Some one mule a raid on "Unck"
Ransom Richardson's smoke house
Sunday night, taking away all of the
old man's bacon.
Candidates are thick as leaves in Val-
lombrou, and ye farmer teareth his
hair and cusseth when he heareth the
teethe cutworm, because he bas to give
ear to ye candidate's lengthy history of
"the political question."
The fol owing are among the "adver-
tised" letters posted this month; Matt
Barker, Thos. Dixon, Ned Gray, Rich-
mond Simmotide, Mies 11. Wilson and




cert Ends In a Riot.
FAIRVIEW, KY., June C.—Mr. J. C.
Daniel, of Paris, Tenn., is in time city on
a visit to his tnany friends).
Ask Oscar Layne where he was last
Saturday night.
D. R. l'erry amid wife, of your city,
were in town Monday.
Dr. Fruit, time dentist, was in town
Monday.
Col. Geo. Murphy and wife, of Guth-
rie, were In the city Sunday.
Miss Busk Chilton, the popular
Pembroke belle, was in the city Thurs-
day.
At an election, Saturday, June 2nd,
the following school trustees were
elected: John W. Petrie, Jesse B.
Layne and Rev. T. H. Shaw.
The colored population gave a concert
in their church last Saturday night.
The house was crowded and all went
antoothly till just before the twen-
ty-third act. Some otte insulted some
one else's girl and a "racket" ensued,
which resulted in a free and promiscu-
ous fight. "Billy goat" Williams was
cut badly, but not. seriously. Several
were bruised and the wonder is that so
many escaped injury. Such affairs as
this are a disgrace to any civilized
neighborhood. The law will handle
these participants in time riot anti it is to
be hoped that they will be punished to
the full extent of the law.
TUMMY Hawu.
THE, EXPOSITION BUILDINbIS COM-
PLETED.
And Everything in Readiness for the
Centenisial ExposIlloa at
Cincinnati.
The Centennial Expoeition of the
Ohio Valley and Central States will be
opened to the public July 4th, 1888, at
Cincinnati, and continue until the 27th
day ot October, day and night. The
most extensive preparations have been
made for this event, the citizens of Cin-
cinnati alone guaranteeing its expense*
to a million and fifty thousand dollars.
The buildings, covering forty acres,
have been erected in a central portion
of the city, accessible by nearly all the
street car lines, and as easily reached
by a few minutes' walk. The prelimi-
nary arrangements have been comple-
ted, everything is in readiness, and the
time for alloting space and receiving ex-
hibits is near at hand.
Thus far there has not been a single
bitch in the execution of the plane of
the Commissioners.
The buildings, secure, capacious, and,
In point of architecture, marvels of
beauty and strength, were complated
within the time specified, and were
erected at a cost of $250,000. The fur-
niaiiings and fittings are nearly all in
place. In a word, such has been the
order and energy displayed by the ef-
ficient Board, that itie most extraordi-
nary task of covering forty acres of ter-
ritory, not with temporary structure*,
but with edifices which are in every
point an honor to this city, has been ac-
eomplished without attracting ordina-
ry attention.
The Board of Commissioners is com-
prised of an Executive Committee of
Cincinnatians, with an auxiliary Board
of Honorary Commissioners from Ken-
tucky, Indiana, Illinois. West virginia,
Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, and Ohio. The
Governors are the Chairmen of the
Board from their respective Stater, and
each State will make an exhibit at this
Exposition.
Elio P.O.
Don't week time and money and un-
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian Pile Ointment will
afford instant relief and certain cure in
every case of blind, bleeding, itching,
internal and external piles. Rangum
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturer,
Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents and $1 per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Growth of American Railways.
The evolution of the railway and of
Its rolling stock follows the same laws
which govern the rest of the world:
adaptation to circumstances decides
what Is fitteet,and that aloneisurvives.
The:scrap-heap of a 'great railway tells
its own story. Our railways have now
reached a developmeot which is won-
derful. The railways of the United
States, if placed continuously, would
reach more than bet way to the moon.
Their bridges aloe would reach from
New York to Liverpool. Notwithstand-
ing the number of accidents thet we read
of in the daily papers, statistics show
that less persons are killed &flimsily on
railweys than are killed annually by
falling out of windows. From "The
Building of a Railway," by Thomas
Curtis Clarke, in Scribner'e Magazine
for June.
Renews Her I mitt.
Mrs. Pbwbe Chesley, Peterson, Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarka-
ble story, the truth of which is vouched
for by the residents of the town: "I
am 73 years old, have been troubled with
kidney complaint and lameness for
many years; could not dress myself
without help. Now I am free from all
pain and soreness, and am able to do all
my own lionsework. I owe my thanks
to Electric Bitters for having renewed
my youth, and removed completely all
disease and pain." Try a bottle, 50c
and $1, at harry B Garner's City Phar-
atnacy.
The announcement that the venerable
George Friable Hoar is going to _put
John Sherman in nomination at the
Chicago convention does not appear to
scare the other candidates the beset bit.
It is pretty generally known—for the
record shows it—that George Friebie
Hoar hmui never yet in any national con-
vention voted in the first ballot for the
successful candidate. The candidate
who is his first choice is invat fable beat-
en. Therefore we thiuk that we can
say with some amount of confidence
that George Frisbie Hotted advocacy of
John Sherman at this stage of the pima
is portentous, not to say ominous.
Attentiom R. R. L.
For sprains, bruises, rheumatism,
cramps, inflammation, swelling, cuts,
burns, etc., in man, and splint, ring-
bone, windgall, epizootic, scratches, etc.,
in horses, Rangum Root Liniment Is a
sure cure. The "King of Liniments" is
the universal verdict. Never fails to
cure any ailment that can be reached by
an external medical application. 50
cents per bottle. For sale by all drug-
gists.
Antioch Notes.
s pec lel Cerreepondence.
ANTIOCH June 3.--SOrne thieves mule
a raid on EN. C. '1'. Yancey's meat-
houlse a few nights since and carried off
about 300 pounds of bacon.
Mr. Dal Wilkins, of Fairview, spent
last Saturday night with R. S. Ralston.
Rev. II. F. l'erry preached at this
place last Sunday.
Mrs. Bet and Miss Hattie Ralston
spent Thursday shopping in your city.
Miss Alice Wilkins, of your city,
visited her father J. D. Wilkins, Sunday
S.
T. I. N. C.
Don't sutler any longer, but use Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the
only infallible cure on earth for all forms
of neuralgia and nervous headache.
Rangum Root Medicine ems., Manufac-
turers, Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents per
box. Sold by all druggists.
-e- - —
Chauncey M. Depew pays $5 a hun-
dred for printed items about himself,
cuttings being furnished him by an eas-
tern newspaper reading bureau. At
that rate, the present item will cost
Chauncey just a small nickel. That is a
preposterously small price to pay for
tide lovely bit of luminous prose.
Chauncey gets a bargain this time.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The beet salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sorer, Tatter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Come, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
The prohibitionists held their great
waterways convention in Indianapolis
last week, but Gov. Bross was not there.
It will be remembered that Gov. Bross
very nearly wiped out the prohibition
party several years ago by refusing to
shake hands with Gov. St. John. How
sad it is that brethren who are interest-
ed in upholding the glorious cause of
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PUBLIC SPEAKING.
The caiditiates tor tie oboes of Judge of the
common pleas court and sheriff of Christian
county will address their fellow citimus at the
following times and places, viz:
!Fairview, Moodily, ..... ,.. dna, Da
•atkich   Tuesday..._ .. -Endo fili
Ferguson's Store . Wedaeulay .. _Jame Sfitk
Hessdrix Sprtsg Friday Jasellelb
4..:rottoe. . .sacartiay Jame sea
Hoptianydlo Monday July fdny   Tuesday Jaly id
Hamby's School li'se Thursdiay  July Sib
LuttrigistiprIng Friday .  July 6th
Hisses Store. Saturday  July 7th
id eGelbeelli Owe Wed:wide, July llth
Newaleilla  Thursday July 15111
Beaswilialaws.  Friday July 13th
Laiguielle Saturday.. July 14th
Calm Selssol-house Monday night..July 18th
 Tuesday night-July 170
Gartmestherg  July lath
Leagvietw  Thursday July 19th
Mate Friday July 20t0
Panama*  saturday July 21st
Casty  ... ....... .Saturday July lath
HopkinseUle   Saturday Right-Aug. 4th
Speakiag to COHIsolinee at 1 o'c!ock p. in.. ex-
cept night speaking, which will take place
promptly at 8 o'clock .
The "Kentucky idea" seems to be the
ruling one at present. It is but fitting.
It Is said that Cleveland prefers Thur-
man to any other man for vice-presi-
dent.
Sheridan is not yet out of the wood
and the chances were against him at the
last report.
There are too very uneasy candidates
for sheriff In thiacounty and one of them
le not Mine! West.
August is generally a hot month, but
we know one or two Republican candi-
dates who will find It rether coolish.
The Louisville baseball club must
have been on a high old drunk as it won
a game from Baltimore the other day.
Jas. A. McKenzie was made chairman
of the Kentucky delegation at St. Louis,
instead of Henry Watterson, as was ex-
pected.
It is a pity that the Republicans gen-
erally can't be in St. Louis this week
just to see how a respectable convention
is conducted.
It is Cleveland and Thurman, of
coarse. Unless Sherman is nominated
`33r the Republicans Ohio may be claesed
as a doubtful state.
What is to become ot those delegates
to the Republican national convention
who are instructed to vote for Blaine
tint, last and all tbe time?
At the national convention of Prohi-
bitionists held in Indianapolis the com-
mittee on platform presented a straight-
out woman suffrage plank.
Tbe Owensboro Inquirer tells of one
Mary Walker being tined $1 and costs
in that city. Is It possible that the Dr.
has ventured this far south?
The Richmond Grays, ex-Confeder-
ate soldiers of Virginia, assisted In dec-
orating the grave of Gen. Grant, in
New York, on Decoration Day.
The Park City Times prints an article
about probibitionista,and to give empha-
sis places under it an advertisement of
how drunkenness can be cured.
The Sunday law in Bowling Green
was knocked out in the courts the other
day. The natives can now sober up
Sunday mornings on mIlk-shakes.
Tfie New &Ea predicts that the Re-
publican presidential ticket will be
Blaine and Gresham, and that Blaine
will be nominated on the second ballot.
It will be noticed that the "Kentucky
idea" is still in force. After the caucus
meeting of the Kentucky delegation in
St. Louis, Monday, a large bowl ot
punch was brought in.
Gentlemen, we are open to bids. How
much will you give us to let you build
your road through thie city and county?
Come, now, speak quick. We reserve
the right to reject all bids.
The New Ea... has received an invita-
tion to attend the formal dedication of
the Cincinnati Press Club's headquar-
ters at the exposition building in that
city on Saturday, June 9t.h.
Those Owensboro editors must be hard
cameo. Even the Salvation Army has
stopped praying for them and the other
night informed their audience that
editors had no settee, anyway.
It is rumored in official circles at
Washington that Secretary Whitney and
Attorney General Garland will not ac-
cept positions in Preeident Cleveland's
cabinet the next term, but will resign at
the expiration of their term of office.
Judge McPherson is gaining strength
(rom the Republican ranks every day.
The people are going to vote for him be-
cause he deserves the place and because
they do not wish to get deeper in the
mire.
Gov. Buckner hae accepted the resig-
:scion of Dr. Pusey, superintendent of
the Anchorage Asylum, and has ap-
pointed Dr. W. J. Byrne, of Ruseeliville,
to fill the vacancy. Dr. Byrne is one of
the most prominent men in hie profes-
sion in the state.
The Paducah and Cairo papers have
been waging war for many moons. The
other day a contingent from Cairo was
captured in Psducah, escorted over the
city, wined and dined, and sent home
singing that city's praises. Score one
for the Kentuckians.
Atter Elaine's first letter many papers
amoughout the country arose and said
his declination was made In good faith.
Within ten days they had changed th
mind . His second letter produced
sante result. His third will follow in
the footsteps of the other two.
The 'cents in the national prohibition
convention at Indianapolis are described
as "wild and woolly." Gen. Clinton
B. risk au nominated for president
and Dr. John A. Brooks, of Kansas
City, for vice-president. The woman
suffragists carried the day with whoop.
If Gresham or Sherman is the Repub-
lican nominee for president,then Col. Al.
•Clark is a candidate for the Republican
nomination to congress from this dis-
trict. Ellis sod Clark! ye Gods, whit
• pair to draw to! It would have to be
a race on merits, as both would get left
nn womb
James Buckner, colored, of Frank-
fort, Ky., has been appointed janitor in
the postktilce department at Washing-
ton. Yet our colored friends were told
that if they voted for Cleveland lie would
put them back into slavery again.
The editor of the Nashville Ameri-
can and the editor of the Chriotian Ati-
vocate are fighting again over the ques-
tion of ''amueements." If sOlUe one
would tie their tails together and throw
them over a clothes-line perhaps the
public "nigh; be able to appreciate the
"amusement."
Owensboro Inquirer : The Henderson
Journal le so overpowered by the weight
of bug information showered upon it by
the Hopkineville New Kea and the In-
quirer, that instead of being grateful it
becomes profane. Go to the cut-worm, I
thou sluggard, and learn to hustle for
every acrap in sight.
The editor of the Union Local has all
encouraging word for all. Not only
does he not poke fun at our railroad
schemes but says that "some of them
bid fair to be of great benefit to that
fast growing city." In turn lie praises
the efforts of the Henderson Gleaner to
give that city a daily, when other papeis
discourage the enterprise.
The delegation from Owensboro to the
St. Louis convention made as much fuss
over the selection of a route as if they
were going around the world instead of
a hundred miles or so. One would think
it was a crowd of school children try-
ing to decide upon a pic-nic ground in-
stead of a lot of politicians going to a
convention.
The Mills bill was taken up in the
house, Thursday, and dist:weed by
paragraph under the flve-minute rule.
If one may jodge from the opening the
battle will wage hot. Mr. Mills took
the lead on the Democratic aide and slot
at everybody who poked his head above.
his desk. A sensation was produce] by
Lind, of Minnesota, a Republican,
speaking in behalf of the lumber feature
of the bill as it now stands.
C. W. Claney, one of the "late la-
mented" legislators seeke to explain his
pointion on the ten-cent tax question in
a late issue of the Muhienberg Echo.
True to the principles of a legislator be
never made a stop k a period) In his
whole article, and it looked like it would
never end. One after reading it
can fully appreciate all that has ever
been said against the legislature. By
the way, the Right Honorable Cisney
voted against our ward bill.
Ex-Gov. Wm. Johnson died Monday
morning at his residence near Bards-
town- Ile hart been a prominent figure
in Kentucky politics. He Was a mem-
ber of the Kentucky Senate for two
terms, and when Gov. John Helm died
and John W. Stevenson, the Lieutenant-
Governor, became Governor of Ken-
tucky, Wm. Johnson was elected Speak-
er of the Senate, thereby becoming ex-
officio Lieutenant-Governor, and, in the
absence of Governor Stevenson, acting
Governor for some months. Ile was a
popular and trusted servant of the
people.
The Courier-Journal thus comments
on the attempt of a railroad to muzzle a
paper with a free pees: "Mr. Morse,
the general paseenger agent of the Ken-
tucky Central railroad, has committed a
ridiculous blunder. He demanded back
the pass of the Richmond Register be-
cause the latter paper criticised certain
obnoxious proceedings of whieh the rail-
road officials bad been guilty. If Mr
Morse had been a shrewder railroad
man, the hotter tbe criticism the more
pinnies lie would have sent. There be
railroads in Kentucky which are not die-
turbed by little things like abuse."
A dispatch from Washington brings
the information that the senate bill cre-
ating the rank of General of the Army
was passed by the hosese on Friday and
within half au hour was engrossed,signed
by the speaker and preeident of the
senate, and dispatched by special wee-
aenger to the president for his approval.
The president signed the bill and imme-
diately sent in the name of Philip Sher-
idan for the Office. It was at once con-
firmed by the senate and a dispatch to
that effect sent to the White Ilouse, and
the commission, which had already
been made out, eent from the executive
mausion to the house of the sick spiffier.
It was delivered to Mra. Sheridan by
Senators Ilawley and Manderson.
THE CHICAGO k GULF.
President D. C. Coster in the City-
An Interview had With Hlm.
D. C. Couter, president of the Chicago
& Gulf, is in the city at present and
Monday morning was seen and inter-
viewed by a New Eit• man as to the
proepects of hie road. In answer to a
question as to his particular business
here at Ghia time the gentleman said :
"I came here to make a sort of can-
vass for our road, to test the feeling and
see what you people are willing to do
for US."
"What promises have you te make,
Dr.," was then asked.
"I am not a man to make many prom-
ises; I don't like this way of counting
the chiekens before they are hatched;
but I have chic to say : if we start out
to build this road we will build it; that's
certain. I appreciate fully the fact that
there will be opposition, and iusi not
belittling that opposition when I say it
will not nor cannot deter us from build-
ing a road through here if we attempt
it. At present we have under construc-
tion a road leading out from Chicago to
Streetor at which point we will connect
with another road giving us a line
through to Shawneetown on the Ohio
river. Our intentions is, provided we
do not run a branch to Henderson and
croes the river at that point, to build a
bridge ourselves and go to the gulf. We
expect to have our line ecinipleted and
connections made to the Ohio by Janua-
ry, 1889. Our objective point in the
south is Florence, Ala., where we will
connect with the East Tenneetee, V ir-
gin la Georgia road, which road we
have considerable influence with.
Thence we expect to make either Pen-
sacola or New Orleans, but which point
has not yet been decided."
" W hat do you expect in the way of
compeneatIon," was asked.
"I have been led to believe and have
so represented to the capitallets who are
backing us in the enterprise, tbat the
countlea through which the road would
paae In crossing %he state would give&
$300,000. Just Ow much of tido Clage
000 will be asked of your county I can-
not state at preeent. Tide will be de-
cided, probably, at the meeting of the
board of directors, which will be held
to-night at 10 o'clock."
"Suppose, Dr. that the L. et N. sub-
mite a proposition to the people of this
vounty within the next ten days, will
you be ready within that time with a
etinite proposition from your roal?"
"We are riot fighting the L. at Nopeo-
ple and do not wish to antagonize them,
but I think we will be ready within that
time to submit a definite proposition to
the people of Christlan county. After
the meeting of the directers ; will be
able to say more upon this subject."
"Are you backed with sufficient capi-
tal to build this road in the face of op-
position?"
"I think we are; I have great faith in
the future of the road ; its poasibilities
are great, and those interested ere men
of great wealth."
It is expected that something definite
will be developed from the meeting
which was held in Judge Land& office
last night. The meeting was private,
but the result will be given to the NE*
Etta readers in the next Iseue.
CLEVELAND
Unanimously Renominated
to Lead the Democratic
Hosts to Victory.
The "01d Roman" from the "Backeye
State" will be a Grand Second
on !he Ticket
Kentucky Get• In, Through blur
Own •lQuinine Jim," the IF Ir•I
Recast& to the Nomination.
THE TARIFF FIGHT.
The Democratic National Convention
was called together at 12:35 p. m. Teets-
day. Temporary organization was
quickly effected by the election of Goy.
White, of California, as temporary
chairman. Gov. White made a rowing
speech. and was loudly cheered. The
cenvention at 2 o'clock adjourned till
111 o'clook Wednesday morning. The
committee went to work in the after-
noon and Olen. Pat Collins, of Maritsa-
chusetts, was choaen permanent chair-
man.
The committee on resolutions elected
Henry 1Vattereon chairman. The fight
over this place has been wore interest-
ing than that for the vice-presidency it-
self. Monday morning Senator Gor-
man and Congressman Scott had
reached an understanding concerning
the tariff plank. They had arranged to
reaffirm the tariff clause of 1Se-1, and to
add It moderate indorsement of the
President's tariff message, with a long
paragraph explanatory of the Demo-
cratic party's position on the tariff.
Scott has also consented to let Gorman
have the houor of the chairmanship ot
the platform committee. This was
done in behalf of harmony and to bring
all the dieaffected elements together.
This compromise at a later hour was
declared off which precipitated a fight
between the high tariff and administra-
tion factions, resulting in a victory for
the administration faction by the elec-
tion of Watternon as chairman of the
platform committee,
Daniel Dougherty, of New York,
nominated Preeitlent Cleveland in the
following speeeh:
MR. DOUUHERTY'S SPEECH.
I greet you my countrymen, with
fraternal regard. • In your presence I
now to the majesty of the people. The
sight itself is inspiring, the thought
sublime. You come Iron' every Suite
and 'ferritory, from every nook and
corner, of our ocean-bound, continent-
covering country. You are about to
discharge a more than imperial duty.
With simplest ceremonials you, ail the
representatives of the people, are to
choose a Magistrate with powers far
mightier than a monarch, yet checked
and controlieti by the supreme law of
the written Cousstitation.
Thus impressed, autend the rostrum
to name the next President of the United
Statee.
New York presents tO the cone
vention, and pledges her electoral vote,
Delegations from the thirty-eight Etatee
and Territories are here assembled,
without caucus or consultation, ready
simultaneously to take up the cry and
make the vote unanimous. We are here,
indeed, not to choose a cr.ndidate, only
to name the one the people
HAVE ALRE•DY CHOSEN.
He la tile man for the people. His
career illuatratea the glory of our insti-
tutions. Eight years ago unknown,
save in his own Locality, he for the last
four has stood in the gaze of the world,
discharging the most exalted dutiee that
can be confided to a mortal. To-day
determines that, not of his own choice,
but by the mandate of his t•ountrymen,
he shall fill the Pres:dency for four years
more.
Ile has met and maetered every ques-
tion au' if from youth trained to states-
manship. .1he promises of his letter of
acceptance and inaugural address have
been fulfilled. His fidelity in the past
'wires faith in the future. He is not a
hope, he is a realization.
Scorning subterfuge, disdaining re-
election by concealing convictions,
mindful of his oath of office to defend
the Conetittition, lie courageously de-
clares to Congress, dropping minor
mattero, that the supreme issue is re-
form, revision, reduction of national
taxation; that the Treaeury of the
United States
ULUT1ED WITH UNNEEDED stoLD,
oppresees industry, embarrasses busi-
ness, endangers 'financial tranquility
and breeds extravagarice, centralization
and corruption; that high taxation, vi-
tal for the expenditures of all unparal-
leled war, is robbery in years of pros-
perous peace; that the millions that
pour boo the treasury come (rein the
hard-eatned savings of the American
people; that in yiolation of equmality of
rights the present tart; has created a
privileged clase, who, shapiog legiela-
don for personal gain, lesy by law con-
tributions for the Ifiteetigfirjh of iife
from every man, woman and child in
the land; that to lower the tariff 18 nut
free trade; it to reduce the unjust
profits of niontepoliote arid hoes menu-
feaprers and allow coneumere to retain
the rest. '1' he man who asserts that to
lower the [aria* means free trade insults
intelligence. We brand him as a (Nisi-
tier. lt is farthest from thm-eght Lo im-
peril capital or disturb enterprisoi.
The alui 6; to uphold wages and protect
the rights of all.
This tuiruinietratiom has rescued the
public domain from would-be barons
arid cormorant corporations, faithless Ur
obligatiotio, and rearryed it for free
homes for this
AND COMINO 0ENERA I lobe.
There is no pilfering, there are no jobs
tinder this administration, 'public office
is a public trust.' Integrity stands
guard at every post of our vast empire.
While the presideet hae been the me-
dium through which has flowed the un-
dying gratitude of the republic fur her
soldiers, lie has not hesitated to with-
hold approval from special legielation if
the strictest inquiry revealed want of
truth and justice. Above all, sectional
strife, as never before, is at an end, aud
60,000,000 of freeman, in the ties of
brotherhood, are prosperous and happy.
These are the achievements] of this ail-
til inietration. Under the dame illustri-
ous leader we are ready to meet oil-
political opponents in high anti honorer
ble debate, and stake our triumph on
the intelligence, virtmte and patriotism
of ate people. Adhering to the consti-
tution Its every line and letter, ever re-
uuemb;ring that "powers not delegated
to the United States by the constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the etatee respectively or to
the people," by the authority of the
Democracy of New York, baeked by the
Democracy of the entire Union, I give
you a narnsentwined with victory.
nominate Grover Cleveland, of New
York.
THEY •LL YELL.
When Mr. Dougherty finished his
speech, at six and a half minutes after
12, the delegates and the audience set
up a yell. After simply yelling for half
a minute they began to get enthused,
and some of the more ardent peeled
their coats and commenced waving
them. After eight minutes of bedlam,
Chairman Collins thought the thing
had g,onal far enough and thumped and
pounded for order,but with every thump
of,thel gavel arese row section of
yells from the aseemblage, rand Chair-
man Collins reliequiohed the job in
dispel:. At tithe juncture Daniel
Dougherty mounted a chair on the
seats of the New York delegation and
waved a flag. From. all parts of the
hall delegates gathered in about Dough-
erty, bringing the etandards of their
respective states arid formed in a circle
Idiom him. holding a sort ot canopy
over his head the placard bearirig the
names of the states.
When the demonstration at last sub-
sided comparatively, Joliu II. Castleman
anti A. (4. DeJarnette, of Kentucky,
carried the Kentucky standard on the
platform and planted it beside the chair-
mail's desk, to empluteize the second
which Kentucky proposed to give the
nomination of Grover Cleveland. Eigia-
teen minutes of bedlam seented to be
enough to suit the delegates, and-they
sank back into their seats, but the au-
dience were not iatiefieul with tide al-
lotment of thne, and continued the up-
roar two minutee longer, when they
were finally. brought to order.
SECONDED NY KENTUCKY.
Mr. McKenzie, of Kentucky, then
took the piatform and addressed the
convention as follows:
"Gentlemen of the Convention : I bear
the conuniseion ot the state of Kentucky
to this national convention, and in the
name of the CO111111011 wealth th at has
given to statecratt a Clay and a Crit-
tenden, I desire to second the imomina-
Lion of Grover Cleveland for time office of
the presidency of the United States.
[Great applause and wild cheering]
Within the broad limits of tide great
lend there is but one more popular
Democrat than he, and that
IS THE QUEENLY wortars
he has made Ills wife. [Great applause].
"It must be, Mr. Chairman, a matter
of felicitation to every good citizen with-
in the limits of our land that the historic
il'hite House; around which cluster so
many niemortes that are dear to every
patriotic heart, is presided over by a
who has time courage to enforce
obedience to bad laws until they be re-
pealed, and recommend the enactment
of good laws until they shall be enacted.
[Applautie). At the same time, its so-
cial destinies are guided by the fair
haud of the uncrowned queen of our
American notuauhood. 1. never intend
to let Mrs. Cleveland omit of this Call-
VaS.S. [ Laughter and applause]. In hoc
eigno viucee.
H Y KENTUCK Y LOVES CLEVEL•ND
"it was said, gentlemen of the jury
:laughterl. in our hun national convell-
don that Grover Cleveland Wail loved
for the enemies he had made. Still la-
ter it has been said that lie was loved
for the renal* lie hall turned out. [Ap-
plause ; Still later it has been said that
tie was loved for the 'peerage he had
written. [Applause.) Keptucky loves
him for time tight there is in him [laugh-
ter and applaueel, and for his spleedid
racing qualities. [Laughter.] He le as
game ad Lexington mid as speedy as
ren Broeck. In Iris earlier form lie
won the Buffelo Mayoralty 'Stakes'
betide down, and later lie won the New
York handicap by 192,000 feet. :Laugh-
ter and applause.] Ile was teen en
Erred againot the tiorentine Mosaic
from Maine igreat applause arid cheer-
ing], and won the National Derby by a
neck.
"It does not matter, gentlemen of time
Democratic jury, it does not matter how
this national sweepstakes shall be made
up, whether it be filled out with hyper-
borean icicles, Florentine Mosaics or
dark horses, when the race is run
through the bulletin board will show
'Eclipse first, the balance not 'deceit.'
1..augliter and applause.1
well ON TUE TRUSTS.
"The state_ of Kentucky loves Mr.
Cleveland for the region that he has had
the courage to storm the entrenchments
of subsidy and monopoly by reconis
mending ouch a judicious revioion of our
tariff illy steru as will secure equality in
the distribution of the public burdens
and lighten the exactions of labor. lAp-
plause I
"He 16166 had the courage to inaugur-
ate each a war on that horrible mis-
nomer called trusts as that before this
national campaigu shall close it will
cease to be a popular misrule tor a dog.
[Laughter and applanee.j Ile has had
the courage and patriotism to regard
the presidency of the United States not
as a pereonal perquisite acquired by
purchase oa diecovery or diplomacy or
escheat. :Mr. McKeusie had turned
round to face the people seated on the
platform when the autilerce in front yet
up a cry for Mr. McKenzie to turn
aronyd aud face the audience.] Let me
talk to these learned l'hebatio awhile.
:Laughter.] But he lots regarded the
presidency as a great public office C011-
firmed by the unbought suffrage of the
people to be adminietered wisely, fairly,
judicioesly, impartially, honestly, in
the interest, ot everybody. ,Cheers
Well, the Pen of the business is lie NUJ
got so much courage it is
UNNECIISSARY
"But there la one thing that I want to
call special ettention to. While others
have wavered and others heve tient
doubtful messages, he has written a
moorage to the present American Con-
gress that has about It the directneas aed
force of a Kentucky rifle, and the exec-
utive ability of a dynamite cartridge.
(Applauee and laughter.) In lawyer
parlance, it had about it the energy of a
espies pro fine and the force and effect
of a replevin bond. Now, gentlemen,
this is the one inetanee in the hiotory of
Auierican politics where we bad a man
who furnialied in his own person a firet-
elate: candidate and a thorosghly Degio-
craw platform• (Aoplauee.) lie has
done ins duty, let us do ours. u" Ap-
plause ) I want every Democrat, male
and female (laughter,) within tbe body
of this moot magnificent deliberative
hall in the world (applause,) consecra-
ted to the holiest purpoee outeide of the
Chriotian religion (applause;) want
every one to go home atter we shall
dunes :hese exercises (laughter) with the
Democratic benediction and if it shall
please (Sod to provide th'iat, in addition
to Grover Cleveland, one of tile Guidone
along the clear line of the Ifeuioeraey
its march to victory shall be a red ban-
dana. (Applause )
"In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen, move to suspend the rules
anti make ties -nomination of Grover
Clevelatid for preohient of the United
States aboolutely unatilmouo." (Great
applause.)
Georgia, K indite and several other
states, under a call of the roll seconded
the nomination and finally autid some
con fueion the chairman said "rme
don is upon the motion made by the
gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. McKen-
zie, that the rules be euependemi, which
re,tfuiremu the callipg of time States to vote
upon a .centliclate for President of the
ljumited States, end that ,Groyer leve-
land, of Wew york, be nominated by
acclamation."
A POLS r Oltintli
Mr. Waterbary, of New York-1 rise
to a point of order.
Mr. Roewell Flower, of New York,
haul been standing at the head of his
delegation, and when Mr. Waterbury
announced that tie Lad a point of order,
Mr. Flower glided over to Waterbury's
immediate proximity anti forcibly pulled
law and his point. of order down into a
6411it.
Hr. Plower explained with great vigor
to the unfortunate Waterbury that lie
Was interrtiptizig the proceedingo anti
lie must itiohtt that lie keep quiet, which
M r. Waterbury proceeded to do.
While this little episode was on time
convention was shouting very loud, and
with a single exeeption, veleta to the
queotion put by the chair, and, in the
midst of the noire and confusion, Mr.
Collins said : "Time chair declares that
Grover Cleveland, of New York, hay-
ng received the unanimous vote is the
candidate of the Deniocratic party for
the office of president of the United
States."
It was evideut 'it this time that the
anti-Thurtnan men arid the protection-
lets were anxious to adjourp, while the
Thurman men wanted to make his nom-
nation at onee. Fillibustering over
this point began and time convention
shortly afterrard adjourned until 10
o'clock ye-40May, with Thurrnane nom-
ination esaured and Wattereon's "star-
eyed goddess" of tariff reform the lumi-
nary ascendent.
Four Neu In Rubber Works Paid
Four young $t"71e61:Dar th.re Philadelphia
Rubber Works, No. 2,417 South street,
were at the money counter of the Adaine
Express Office, Broad awl Chestnut sue,
yesterday, and earried away $75,000 spot
cash. They were George Gregg, of
2,938 Alter et.; McCaffrey, of
2,538 South et.; McCluskey, of
No. 2,511 Pine et.; and 'Fliotntie Lynch,
of No. 2,018 Lancaster st. It was the
proceeds of half the capital prize of
$150,u% ie the April drawing of The
Louisiana State Lottery. The half
ticket cost $5, each man puttIng,ap $1 25.
money was paid at New Orleane,
and thence forwarded to tide city by time air which Is tangled in hie side-
Attains Express.-Philadelphia (Pa.) whisken shows all too plainly that he le
edit dreaming of Mr. Blaine.Telegraph, April 25.
Congressional Primary.
The Democratit. Executive Committee
fur the Second Congressional district
met at Madisonville Saturday and adopt-
ed the following resolution :
That in order to decide upon a dem-
ocratic nominee to reprem nt this the
Second district in Congreeu a primary
election shall be held in each votieg
precinct of the several counties of the die
trict on the 7th day of July, 1888, from
7 o,clock a. m , to 6 o,clock p tn., under
the following regulations to-wit:
I. That all qualified sotere ium Raid dis-
trict alio have beretofore voted for and
affiliated with the Democratic party,and
all those who have reached 21 years of
age since the last regular election who
are Democrats and will pledge them-
selves to Vote for the Democratic ticket
at time eneulpg November election, as
well as those who will have reached 21
years of age by said November election
ho Bre Deinocrato amid Will N4) plede
themselves Shall be quelified to vote at
such primary electiout.
2. That the chairmen of time Demoenitic
executive committee in the several coun-
ties of this district shalt appoint and
publish a list ef officers of said election
for each voting precinct in their several
countire consisting of two judges and
one clerk, who shall hold such election
oil the day and between the hours above
fixed. Said cdtieers shall receive tor
their services one dollar each, which
services together with all other neces-
sary expellees shall be paid pro rata by
the cantlidatee voted for at such election.
9. At the close of said election the
officers thereof shall certify and seal the
poll b mks, and the clerk on or be-
fore the mOth day of July, 1888, deliver
eanie sealed to the chairman of the
Democratic execueixe commitee for
their respective counties.
4. That said chairman shall meet at
Sebree City, Ky.., on July 14, 1.0v, at
11 o'clock a. in., and have there with
them said poll booke, sealed as delivereti
to them, end shall then and there ascers
Cain from auch books the candidate who
shahl1tave recoived a insjority of all the
votes cast at said election throughout
time district; and such candidate ellen
be the Democratic nominee tor congress
in this district, end Anil be so declared
by said committee.
3. That the foregoing be publiebed in
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Tobacco hales,
'rile market this week Was irregular
anti opened with very low prices. In the
afternoon, however, leaf brought good
prices. The sales were light although
the receipts this week have been good.
Rejections were frequent in time fore-
noon.
Sales by Gant 4 Gaither Co., of 75
illads., as follows I
11 iihsle old leaf at Vs.
54 " medium new leaf pi 00 to $10.
46 " e-oinnion leaf from 6 (.10 to 8 00
14 " Ingo and trash froun 3 00 to 7 50
Ilanberry eft Shryer sold this week 41
lilids as follows:
1 Wei new wrapper $la 00
4 biols old " 10 115 to 10 50
13 " medium leaf 8 40 to 75.
15 " new Inge ti 50 to 7 35.
" old couption leaf 6 75 to 7 75.
M. II. Neleon 4 Co., sold this werk 14
hiels as follows:
10 birds corn to met! leaf $7 so to $o 00
4 " lugs $6 50
Wheeler Mills tt Co-, sold this week
40 hilds as follows :
18 hirde reed to good leaf $8 00 to $9 25.
10 " common leaf 6 50 to 7 75.
12 " lugs 3 10 to 6 00.
Busk-Rives.
Tuesday evening at 5 o'clock, at Clarkf-
%lite, Mr. C. H. Bush, of tide city, and
Hrs. Hattie Rives, of Montgomery
ceonty, 'renn., were united in mar-
riage at the reeidefice of the bride's
brother, Mr. J. R. Rossiter, Elder W.
E. Moberly, of Todd county, perform-l-
e-1g the ceremony. Mr. Ellall itt one of
the leading lawyers of the flopkinsville
bar, and worthy and upright man in
every settee of the word. His popular-
ity with the bar is only equaled by his
popularity with the people of the coun-
ty. Mrs. Rives is one of Montgomery
county's most charming ladiee and will
be a valued addition to time society of
this eity. Mr. tluall left on the early
train for Clarksville returning home
accompanied by hie bride in the evenitig
They will reside at Mr. Buell'a home on
South Main street. The best wishes of
the KEW Etta follow the couple through
life.
htites-Edmiinds.
Yesterday morning at 9:30, at the
residence of the bride's mother, Rev.
J. N. Preetridge united in marriage
Mr. Henry J. Stites and 101 ids Suele
Edniunde. Mr. Stites is well known to
the people of this (Imlay as a young
man of exeeptional charecter and bright
prospects. Ile hi a member of the lead-
leg iaw fine in this end of the state
and ranks high in his profession. -Miss
Ifidumunds is a lady of many graces en I
aecomplishments, of sweet and iv inning
tnanners, arid charming disputation.
She has been a favorite in Hopkinsville
society, and Mr. Stites is looked upon
as a fortunate man. The wedding wae
quiet one, (oily time iimmi •ditte
family being prueent. They left OD
the 10 o'clock train for Ni ,gare Fano
via St. Tonto and Chicago, to return
home in about ten days by the way el
Clecinnati and Louisville.
An L. k N. Pet.
Miss Belittle 1Vileon, of Bowling
Green, a daughter of Capt. J. B. Wil-
son, is at preeeot the tut ject of much
and merited praioe from all who know
her, says thenDemocrat. Some time ago
she vieited-at Oakland, and while there
1..liacosered a tire of the railroad track
which had come loose frouirits fastening.
nowirg that a train was about due,
ehe ran to time etation and informed the
agent and 'operator of her discovery.
The trait' was then approsching the
station. It was flagged and a wreck
was thereby prevented.. Miss Bennie
will be presented with a ilfe-time pass
over the L. 4. N., and also • letter of
thanks from the preoident of' the road
for her brevery and kindness.
A Good Business.
About four 1110IltliN ago the Nationel
Sentient Cutter agento begae bireinefto
here and, up to date, twenty tit zen of
the cutters have been sold in this county
and the company ham done two thousand
lollare worth of businees. Mr. Sterling,
the loval manager, says they are just
getting etarted fairly and that the
business increaeing steadily. The
cutter is certainly a very tneritorioue
article and as such, we recommend it
meartily to people wimo have to make
their own clothes. By ite aid any gar-
ment can be easily cut and fitted by any
lady of ordinary skill.
Early Ciosikg Nob twist.
We the undersigned merotialits of the
city of Hopkineville, Ky., deilring to
show our appreciation of the faithful
services of our employees and realising
the confinement to which they are uoin-
i riled to subunit In their respective olu-
ties agree to close our buoinesim houses at
7 o'clock on each evening of the week
except Saturday, beginning on the let
of June, 18siel, and rontinuing until the
1st of September, Dies:
Jas. 14. Howe tt Co., M. Ir. Kelly,
Metz St Timothy, Bassett St Co.,
C. Id. Latham, Bryan tie Son,
W. H. °Ivey, N. Tobin Co.
---sesess
As for Chauncey Depew, the beatific
An Evening of Pleasure.
The entertainment given by the young
folks at the rink Friday night Was quite
well attended, despite the bad weather.
Thoee present 'teemed to eojoy them-
selves immensely, and left at a late
hour expreesing the wieli that time
would stand still for just a few hours
The 3 oung ladies were all becomingly
and elegantly dressed, Kiel their deport-
ment anti appearanee on the floor could
have done credit to their older and more
experient•ed sisters. The young gen-
tlemen mhowed familiarity with the
manners and customs of society that was
astonishilig to the older hex is Ilmikitig
on. Dancing Was indulged in aimil the
grace with which these youamg belles
and beaux glided through' the mazy fig-
ures of the round datices was a pleaeing
sight to look upon. Among those
present were noticed : Misses Porter
Lowery, Fairinalne Shanklin, Jennie
Winfrey, Willie Radford, Delia
I.izzie Withers, Mary Ty ler, Mamie
Thompson, Maggie Sypert, Laura Gary,
Eunice and Mai Fuqua, end Messrs,
Arthur McKinney, Jawed Cook, E. K.
Aximby, Dan Harkleroad, D. G. Nelson,
Nelson Fuqua, J. T. Edmunds, W. B.
Eaglee, A. S. Cox, R. 44. Mills, J. Y.
Oweley, Preston Thomas, Hubbard
Shanklin, Archie Boalee, mid Willie
Cowan.
About Turnpikes.
In the Tobacco-Leaf of June 1st [lice
appeared a communication froni Gracey
signed • • *, which contains the follow-
ing paragraph :
We will not stop to discuss the mill
we want anti will have here at no die-
tant clay, but w ill move on to the turn-
pike the 'Fri-Weekly New ER• is just
now building to the 1. A. & '1'. for the
convenience of the farmers in this flee-
Lion who WWI to carry their tobacco and
do their trading at Hopkinsville. Yea,
we want pikes, too, and we want them
free, ito the people can have a choice of
niarkete; but we want to tell the New
ERA that the I., A. & '1'. dead, and
with it died their hope of ever reclaim-
ing the trade of the people whose inter-
est they neglected so long by allowing
them to pull their produce through time
bad roade from this direction, becatuse
they haul no other road to go. Now we
have an axe to grind, and we want
pikes, too, and c e want them free.
lite New ER• heartily agrees with
said correspondent that there should be
a turnpike from this point to Gracey,
and furthermore that it should be free.
There will come a day when this county
will see the necessity of free turnpikes
from one end to the other, and we sin-
cerely hope that day may riot be ta
Melva. To build then, pikes requires
considerable money anti to get this
money would require the voting of a
tax. Would the tiracey people be will-
ing to vote for this tax
Another Triumph for Hopkinsville.
•
laiot season Mr. C. W. Metcalfe, of
the Metcalfe Manufacturing Company,
invented and placed upon the market
several tobacco prises, a3 ati experi-
ment. Those who used them were so
well pleased and the detnand has be-
come so great that Mr. Metcalfe felt
justified this year in securing a patent
and turning his attention to the nianu-
facture of tido prise. Many important
improvements have retently been made
arid scores ha ve been ieht out to the
most prominent farmera throughout
this and adjoining coutitiee, and so great
has been the demand for this prize that
it haft taxed the capacity uf the compa-
ny to supply it. The invention is one
of the children of necessity. Mr. Met-
calfe saw tiles. an improvement in the
old screw prise Was necessary and he
set about the work of bringing out a
prize upon the same principal without
the many tileadvantages of the old style.
His patent ratchet, a re rningly simple
contrivance, has accoutplielted this great
work. The prize is so constructed as
to enable time farmer to prize two hop-
heaths at once.
Mr. Metcalfe last week received an
order for crime of his prizes from a party
in Liverpool, England, to be ehipped
direct from Hopkineville. Thi8 i8 a
victory of which we may well he proud.
Tine is the first time in the history of
the city that an article manufactured
here has been shipped to Europe. The
priae left Monday evening on its long
jeciaulfrenemya.nui:tattiritlilsopckoliunepvaillilye. wants is
several other enterprises like the Met-
Internal Revenue Receipt'.
'Flue collectione of Interred Revenue
in this district for the month of May,
1858, were as follows:














The following has been furnished by




FR•NIK FORT, KY , JUlle I, 1888.
Having jest taken charge of this bu-
reau, I hint it too la•e to wake any re-
port Julie 1st, as it was imposeible to
get blaimke printed and rept to corree-
pormdente in time. therefore, no report
will be umade until July 1, when the
petting of tobacco will be completed,
wheat generally harveeted, arid the
crops more advanced. I hope (hoer to
Whom blanks are seta will be as accu-
rate as possible in their repliee, and not
unmake reports, especially from time tobac-
co and wheet eectione. until about the
20th Mat., KO they will reach this office
22t1 to 251.11 arid be compiled anti sent
out by July 1. 4 hope none will de-
cline to give replies, as the value of
thete reports depend upon their accura-
cy and more getmerel isourees 01 informs-
The ro operatiuom of all pereone end
aseociations interested in the enterprises
state earneetly solicited. in or-
der that, by eonterted action, lite and
vitality may be given to the develope-
ment Of our great natural reeources.











Patent Flour   $ 5 00 to
Cheriee Family  4 50 to
Fanuly  • 01.1
Graham Flour Itae
Rye Flour t. 2!..t
Buckwheat Flour.. ... 41, to
Meal. per boah  Ito to
Horn lay, per gal  110 to Wi
tints, per gal XS to
LARD
Choice Leaf  11 to
Choice Family  a!, to 10COUNTZT PRODUCE.
Butter, Chace 20 to 2.6e
Butter, Medium  10 to 15e
Cheeee 15 to lac
14101
leathers. Prime  40 to 50e
Feathers, Low Grades 
Beeswax  15 to
Tallow 5 to tie
Genseng  II 50 per lb
Kraut. per gal sl
Holley 15
lean Wool  lv
Hurry Wool  10 to lleDry Holes to Ile
Green Hides  4 to lieDeno) Earn%
A pples  7 to tic
Peaches, peeled . .......... . I2li to 15e
PearlieR. tin peeled 7 to acFIELD Segue.
Sapling clover 5 15 to Ili
Red Clover ..........  4 sU t,
Timothy ou to
Orchard drams 40 to 1 all
Re,1 Top  71e
Blue Grass  1 00 to II
White •Yeed Oats  46 to 50
Black Seed Oats  45 to leH•Y •11ID Fine.
Bran. per hush .  171, to 10
Bolted Seal toTimothy Hay, per hundrey1   160 toClover Ha), per huudrital  7. to
Mixed Kay, • .... a5 to
COIN
In Ear
/shelled  Itt to
OATS.
No. Mixed, per bushel 45 to SO
White, per bushel 5u to
POULTRY.
Chickens, live, per dox * 50 to !I 00
Chickens., dreamed, par IL to 10
Ducks. I to 10
Geese  a to 10
Turkeys I to luW H Z•T.
No. 2, Red  80 1,o" Longherry  Me to" 8 Wheat 75 to






',Corrected for every Issue from the daily pa-
pers of the day before.]
tiltAIN a HAY.
Will aiT-t , arrive  WI toLona/berry ... ei to .
CORN-No. 2 mixed bli to
White ...... ... . ..........  61 to
In ear -i
0•TS-   taLi to 51.0
ILYZ-No. I  71 to .
H•Y-Fancy timothy ... ...... 19 50 LO
Ctio1C15  1800 to .
Low gribles  1100 to17 01,
Straw, per ton   a Ou to .
PROVISIONS.
B•CON-Soles  Alit° I
Br Ls-wiles 
Shoolilers  
t4 to • •., „ to 854
Shoulders  el. to
SUGAI-CUKILD-HaMI • • •  11 to II%Shoo hiers . ... ...... 8 to .
Breakfast bacon  104, to II
I.•au--Choice Leaf  VI, to ..
Kegs and Bucketa  is to
Prone steam . ..... . e to ..
FLouit-Choice patents  5 00 to 5 50
Plain patents  4 75 to ii 00
Choie.e  4 55 to 4 76
Plain fancy  4 25 to
Extra family  X 50 to 3 75
buckwheat    6 15 to 6 50
Corn meal per hundred lbs bolted 1 25 to .
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
B t-rr sit-Choice country  15 to
Low grades 7 to 12
Dairy  27 to V,
CHIZSZ--taney cream chedder  121 to 13
Twins   13 to
Young Americas  13% to 14
Skink chases  " 7 to v
Roos-per do*  14 to
TALLOW-pee lb  to .
to
Good toe/tura miss •





Medium to good butchers
Common to medium butchers * 5 to 3 25
Thin, rough steers, poor cows and
scalawags   1 25 to-2 25
Hogs, hoice peeking anti butchers 5 50 t6 5 80
lair to good butchers ... 40 to 5 50
Light medium butchers ... 5 50 to 5 40
Shoats,  A 35 to 4 76
Sheep aud Lambs, Ifalr to good
shipping  2 50 to 3 75
Common to ...... . 2 75 toll 25
Extra lambs . .   5 50 too 00
CoMMOO to Medium l•mba . 4 1a) to 51
BRE0w4g- per ill
assafiC huhu tarp .... 1 to 1 SO
PUTATOMI -Oa tartest, Estlibern
Burbaoka, . .......  to HO
New potatoes, per seek  1 so
Per barrel  4 Liv to 4 50
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle-Good to extra shipping. 1,400
to 1,500 pounds 54 40 to 4 50
Light shipping, 1,300 to 1,600
pounds  4 00 to 4 25
I fie to 4 OJ
3 25 to 3 35
2 23 to 75
2 25 to 2 75
ist to 8 71
4 ou to 4 15
tO to 3 S5
ChildrTec ry
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
 ellS4.-"!"




1,000 Chamber Sets, 10 Pieces, from $2.75 to $ 75.00
500 Tea " 44 it 3.00 to 50.00
500 Dinner " 100 .4 7.50 to 500.00
not lose your chance but come at once or order by mail fler"atisfaction guaranteed.
D. HENDRICK. & CO.. 221 N. CHERRY ST.
Garner's:-:City:-:Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One ot the largest and most elegant edifices in the city,-
New anq Complete In All Its Departments
If . B. (lamer, of tne old 0rto of Dish & liarrver, who tor many years id the leading drug trade irWestern Ketitutdry. having purchased Dr. litsla's 111t1.1.011%, Is now sole proprietor of the new house. Itswill Ito. att tilrerpertenee and al tp increase, If possible, the blab reputaUou of the old Ono for fat.deaiiiill.,YUI(16.'elleV end rellsbility,10 Surplus
Pure Fresh Drug and Medicine
And stock of the nest quality in all departments of the trade, st the los est prices. Drugs. /.1.iitit andOlin r, ••ry kind, Including 11 11,. KW IN & W CLI A Idsr ED PA INTR. Patent AG.dieliiesKr.. haat 11/.0•L ixoptiltlf III •tork
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment,
Manufactured to order In any quantity. A sore Mill safe remedy. Brie-a-Brae, Novelties and It °lids)duods a specialty.
Proscrulloils CaronLyCompoudod
—At any 1 ..... r of the Day or Night. by—




M. Finkel & Sons,
"Ttio
Have just opened their second purchase of
SPRINC CLOTHINC,
consisting of fine tailor made suits in Woi
steds and Cheviotts, English and Scotch
in all the latest style of elegant fitting,
3 and 4-Butten Cutaways, Single





is cut and made by the latest improved meth-
ods, and they are guaranteed to fit as well
as if made by any tailor. We have also




Fine Pongee Silk Coats and Vests,
FINE WORSTED COATS and VESTS,
FINE SERGE COATS and VESTS,
FINE DRABDET'TE FROCK and SACK,
FINE FANCY FLANNELS.
FINE BLACK ALPACAS in Frock and Sack.
The Largest Stock of
White Linen, Corded Pique Linen Vests
Ever seen.
Our line of Summer Goods is too well known to
need much talk. They are the best fitting
goods on the market, and we have all
sizes, for tall and slim, short and
stout; running in sizes for men
from 34 to 52.
The Largest Stock of 
Summer Underwear
in the city at prices that defy legitmate compe-
tition.
New Neckwear
for Summer, just received.
Elogallt Flailliel Sliiris and Willdsor Ties.
The Largest Stock of
Fur, Wool and Straw Hats,
and an elegant line of
1-14ekrir,
late style, from $ 1.50 up
As an inducement to our patrons and friends,
we will give to every purchaser, for cash,
of a $ 16.00 suit of clothes, from this
date, an elegant
Nickel Alarm Clock
Remember, we make no extra charge for this,
but merely to show our appreciation of thp
elegant trade we are having in our Clothing
department.
Respectfully,
M. Frankel & Son,






Hopkinsville Warehouse, I Ith and:R. R. Sts.
Illisipkin•Lille, Ky. litisoms and Stables Driver• woad Teamsr„,NER




T. C. HANBER) K. F. Malt
X-31Camialcoctery SESkur y-412)r-,
1'10 d'HI I 1'. ills -
"C7.7.49.1=E=1-107...73=
Formerly of [total ins, alle 11 arebouse, Railroad street, bets rep 10th and 1 I Ilopk ins, illy. Kr.Careitil attention given to sampling and selling all TobliOno nonsigned to us. Liberal ad-
















N.. Era Printing and Publishing Co.
111 A YEAR.
• MAY, JUNE 8, 1888.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
gonte anti gtortetu.
Bob Green isv isiting friends in the country
Jaa Radford, of Howell. wss in the city
Mondat .
Moms West, cur next sheriff. was in the city
this week.
Mrs A T. Stevens, of Nashville, is visiting
in the city.
W. D. Hawkins, of Penibroke, wash, the
city lloaday.
Alex Wintry., of Bell's, atatton, was in the
city Friday.
Mr Chas. Radford, of rembroke, spent Mon.
day in the city.
'Squire J. B. White, of Garrettsberg, was in
the city Friday
Thos If. Wallace. of South Christian. was in
the city Monday.
Mrs. N. B. Shyer has returned from a visit to
friends ie Nashville.
Mr. W. T Radford It ft Tuesday on a busi-
ness trip to Nash•i Ie.
Dr and Mrs. P . Wootton, of Lafayette,
spent Friday la the city.
Musa Eloise Gordon, of columbia. Teen, is
•iritieg Mrs. B. U. Ne111011.
Miss Ewell, of Paducah, is visiting Mrs. Haim
of the Beverly neighborhood.
Mr ins. Itapdsile and wife, of Louisville, are
visaing relatives in the city
2W. Glean and Miss Maud King, of C larks-
• Ile, spent Saturday in the city
Jas. Cabin Ow, a rising 3 onng ,business man of
Trestos, spent Friday in the city.
Mrs. Jessup sad oaugbter.MIaI Sallie,of Fair-
visretrimmalAthe city Wednesday.
Mrs • F. Christian left Tueotay morning
for Si LOWS, to visit her daughters.
Mr. J so. Stites sad family, o/ Louisville. are
visiting the family of Maj. John Stites.
Miss Porter Lowry is speeding a part of her
'vacation with Mis• Fairviine Shanklin.
Mrs. Harry Frame left Wedneolav morning
for a t ip to Baltimore and Philadelphia.
W.Oh4 Buckaer, who has been attending school
in Nashville, is visiting tor tallier's family.
Mrs. A W Pyle, i.f this city, left Saturday
for Elkton to spend a week visiting friends.
it W. Henry, Jno. Phelps and Charley
Thompson, attended the St. Louis Convention.
Mies Lizzie McCarty, of Cad a, is visiting
friends in Nashville.
111 Mr. W. T Cooper and Miss Lulu Watkins
went Saturday in Nashville visiting friends.
saf Mimes COMB Wheeler and Rosa Steinhagen
attended the ball at Clarksville Wednesday
eight.
Mr. Yank Bice, of Itteedale, Mutilinberg
county, is • siting his sister, Mrs. J. o. L.
Brasher.
Abe !Nerd, of A mon, Texas formerly' • citi-
zen of this county spent mineral de) a In the city
U,.. week.
Owensboro Inquirer, Friday: Mrs. Ben
Campbell, of Hopkinsville, is visiting Mrs.
Milton Gant.
• Mim Cora I etree who has been attending
school in Nashville for the peat term. returned
home Tuesday.
Owensboro Inquirer: Mita Je•n e illass re-
termed from llopkinry ilie with Mr's. Mt ton
Gant last night.
Mr W. P. Randle has returned from a pro-
tracted visit to friends and relatives in Hel-
lima, A rkansae.
Dr. K. H. Fairleigh and daughter liar
Madge, left Tuesday for D•wron, where they
will 'pellet several days
Mrs W H. Barr and daughters have re-
turned to their home in Bowling Green from a
visit to friend.. in thus city.
Mrs Martin Baskets and Mrs. Martha Dunn,
Henderson. attended the commeocement ex-
ercises of Bethel female College.
Maj. Jno Phelps, Col. J o. Cooper. Gen. F.
W. Dabney sad Col. Chas A. Thompson went
to the St. Lotus movention this week.
Clarksville Chronicle: Miss Adel's Clifton'
of *sate Clarksville, left Thursday for Hop-
kimville to visit friends and relatives
Clarksville Democrat: J. H Winfree, of
Forbes I Bros agricultural implement house,
Hoek ism ill*, was on our streets Tuesday.
Traallin Favoritt : Mr. H. B. Bell and
daughter, Miss Lizzie, of Christian county, are
•isitiag relatives in the Red river neighbor-
hood.
M les Nellie Blakey, who for some ti me part
his bee, the guest of her brothers family left
Monday for her home at Auburn, accompanied
by Mrs N Blakey and daughter.
Clarksville Democrat: Mks Bessie Barnett. of
Repkieeville, is visiting Mrs. Allan Julies...
  Miss Rosa Stleshasem. of Hoplunsville, is
visiting Mrs Piedeeet Gerhart
Clasher lie Tobacco Leal. Miss Delia Clifton
has returned from a visit to Hopkinsville.
Postmaster McKenzie and wife, of Hopkinsville,
are visiting P K. Hancock/ family
Igadisonville Times: Mira Hattie Hopper,
Mr. E A Hopper, Miss Mollie Elgin, Ben
Campbell and Joimah Gray, of Hopkinsville, at-
tended the Su/play-school coaveetion this week.
Messrs J. H. and Emmett Roper, of the Pee
Dee neighborhood, left Saturday night for
Cube. Mo., and Collinsville Ill., to visit rel-
. /dives and friends They will be gone a month
lierriagton and Capt G. W Hoe,of
Franklin, Ky., are at South Kentucky College
atteveimg the closing exercises. Miss Pauline
Herrington. • pupil of the college is a daughter
of the Dietor, and Miss Annie Wideeer, also •
pupil, is a grmaddaughter of Capt. rely
MIAs •11111e Clark, cf Crofton, Ky.. Miss Lelia
t hambers, of Lebanen, Tenn., and Miss Hattie
IP Artnistrosg. of FairTiew, Ky., are visiting at
South Kentucky College, They have returned
ti thet- mak, to be present dunes the
commencement exercises of the college.
Henderson Gleaner: Mina Laura Cromwe'l
is in Hopkinaville visiting friends Judge
Lands., of llopktouville, was in the city Friday.
.. Mrs. J. B Solomon, of Zion, in company
with Mrs. W. L. Trice, of Hopkinsv lie, Lift
this morning for Chicago to visit her son, Mr.
W. T Solomon.
O
esilenon Journal: Judge ioe McCarron,
opitIsio,ths, Spent sod Saturday id
sit;. Capt. Sam Stites, of HopkiarrIlle,
ipsat Wednesday fa the city visiting relatives.
• Mr. and kn. Bea Carapben. of Hopkins.
vine, serf•ed IM Ube city Wednesday to visit
the Mindy of their son, Mr !,fed Campbell.
CONMIHNIOBEF18 41e.
Master Commiselouer I. Burnett soh)
at public auction Monday the following
city property ;
Three houses and lots on North Fint
street, property of Anderson and Ches-
ney, $1110, $360, $300. Bought by A. H.
A lade rson
Lot No. IT, Jessup addition, proper-
ty of J. J. Mitchell, bought by Jas.
Ricketts.
Heuer Stinlars.
Prof. J. H. Winn's school at the Ma-
son school-house closed May 29th. All
4. the patroris were much pleased with the
school. Numbers of pupils enrolled,21;
number present last day, 17. All the
pupils were presented with handsome
reward of merit cards. Those receiving
the-highest number of head marks In
their respective cluses were Walter
Cherry, Florence Jackson and Law-
rence Cherry.
Roll of hcnor: Gayle Moseley, 97;
Joseph Moseley, 36; Shoop'. Peden, 93;
*alter Cherry, 9S; Tommie Rawlins,
WI; Con Masters., 95i WHlie Hord, 93
MaryWars, 93; Florence lacksoh;
g ; V ioletta J ackion , 3'4 ; Thomis *cod-
dle, Ir41; Lawrence Cherry, 4; Johnny
Blankinship, ul ; Laura Moore, 91;
Birdie Blankinship, BO; George Peden,
90 and Charles Moore, *S.
*altos* Wine of Caytisei is for sale
















Cansler'e etock sale next Saturday.
The public schools will close the pres-
ent term Friday, June 15th.
The colored Baptist Sunday-school
had a picnic at the old fair grounds,
Friday.
A dentist in Springfield, Tenn , pre-
sented to the editor of the Record, of
that city, a set of false teeth.
The Princeton district conference,
M. E. Church South, will be held at
Princeton June 8-10. Shrimp MeTyeire
will preside.
The Elkton school will send delegates
to the district convention of the State
Sunday school union which meets here
next Wednesday.
The gardens of several prominent cid
zens have been raided recently and en
terprising thieves have transplanted nu
merous tomato slips.
M. M. Haley and Miss Margsre
Wilson, of north Christian, were mar
Heti in the clerk's office Thursday morn
lug, Judge W. P. Winfree officiating.
The grand jury of Webster county
has been shaking up the boys a little,
lart indictruente being returned, 98 of
which were for selling liquor without
license.
Central City Republican: Mrs. Mur-
dock, aged about 60, died Monday even-
ing at 7 o'clock, from effects of blood
poisoning occasioned by a pin scratch
several weeks ago.
The organization of the military com-
mis has been perfected at Clarksville.
E. M. Howard was elected captain, R.
D. Caldwell, first lieutenant and W. H.
Purcell second lieutenant.
The boundary limits of Cadiz have
been extended, presumably to accom
modate the Hopkineville boys when
they go down to take in the town. The
election of city officers occurs to-day.
June was unshed in with sunshine and
song. The air was cool and fragrant,
nature and art blending a perfect union.
But those bills, those accursed bills,
marred all the pleasure inopired by the
beautiful.
Miss May Stuart, Of Fairview, whose
artiotle performance attracted auch
favorable attention in Miss Lillian
Leavell's concert last week, was taught
MUSIC by Mitre Leaven when she had a
clase at Fairview. Miss Leaven is
quite proud of her pupil.
Geo. D. Dalton is burning one hun-
dred and fifty thousand brick at Elkton,
which will be used by Messrs Forbes
and Bro. in the erection of the hardeome
public school building at that place.
Mr. Forbes proposes to finish the build-
ing about the latter part of October.
Clarkeville Democrat: The case of
Stacker vs. L. & N. railroad was decid-
ed in favor of the plaintiff and damages
were awarded amounting to $7,000. Mr.
Stacker, it will be remembered, died
from the effects of injuries received by a
fall from a train near Cumberlanu City
in 1883.
So far eight firms, whose names are
printed elsewhere, have agreed, in ac-
cordance with the New ER.6'd plea, to
close their stores at 7 o'clock in the
evening from June It to September let,
Saturdays excepted, in order to give
their clerks a little needed recreative.
Let the good work goon.
The Knights of Pythias lodge recent-
ly organized at Princeton being unfa-
miliar with ceremonies sent to Hopkins-
vine for assistance in initiating Rime
new mennbers. Jno. Feland, Jr., Bal-
ly Waller, Chas. E. Kennedy and Hen-
ry Abernathy went down Thursday af-
ternoon to help them out.
It is reported that on last Saturday
night three of the Hamilton brothers,
living near Walionia,Trigg county, fol-
lowed Win. Oliver, of the same place,
when Oliver knocked one of the Ilawil-
tons in the head, and it is thought that
Hamilton will die of the Injury. It ap-
pears that these p•rties had a difficulty
early in the Bight.
Cut-worms have relin.quished their
grip on corn and fastened it on tobacco.
Your average cut-worm is very partic-
ular about his diet, always preferring
tobacco to corn. He is compelled to
subsist on the latter until tobacco is
planted when he always turns his atten-
tion to that. Tide is what the cut-
worm editor informs us.
The court of common pleas adjourned
Friday after clearing the docket of all
casee. Judge McPherson has given en-
tire satisfaction to the bar irrespective
of party, and clearly proven that he is
competent to fill the office and discharge
the duties with credit. Ile proceeds
about it in a thoroughly practical and
business manner and is just the man the
people want in the office.
Tine Hopkinsville High School, Maj.
Ferrill principal, closed an unususlly
successful term, Friday. Mai. Ferrill iii
one of the veteran educators of the south
and nearly every state In the tomb is
represented in his school. Ile has been
teaching in Hopkinsville thirteen years
and many of his present pupils are the
children of his former students. The
Hopkineville High School is an institu-
tion of which our city/ may well boast.
Monday evening about five o'clock
the tire alarm *omitted, and the streets
were quickly filled with eager people.
Steam was soon up in the engine and
the horses at their post when it was
discovered that the occasion for the
alarm amounted to nothing. Smoke
was seen issuing from a cabin in the
rear of Mrs. Braminam's residence on
South Main street, no fire was to be
seen arid tile smoke was probably
caused from a defective flue.
There's a movement on foot in military
circles looking to the organizAtion of a
battallion in this city. There is no reason
why this movement should not succeed.
There is ample material here In the city
of Hopkinsville (urn first clue battalion.
The young men should interest them-
selves in time matter and not permit it to
fall through as several other similar
movements have done. The business
men wIlle ncourage the enterprise, and
there will be few obstacles in the way
of success.
Shall we have no sliuw thia summer?
Henderson, Hopkinsville and other lit-
tle places are having them while our
town, of much more importance than
these, has been given the go by.—Mad-
isonville News. Show ! of course you
shall. Come rig:mt over here, my boy,
and watch our town grow; that's a
whole circus, side-show, lemonade
stand, peanut boy, and concert all to-
gether. If that isn't enough, we'll fur-
nish you free tickets to the perform-
ances of "Wyoming Frank and Ed" and
to the mass meeting and banquet of the
Commercial Club on the 7th and 8th.
Come right along.
The fifteen puzzle, which soma years
ago demoraNed the general public here
and elsewhere, is to have a successor.
The same firm that constructed the
fffteen purile has devised another soul-
dismay lug article. The latter &Weir
called the forty-nine
while like the former, it may be solved,
ills likely to'render any perspn who et-
temps to conquer it a fit candidate for
asylum brfcre the task is finielied.
Like the fifteen pule, tide Is made vip
of some woodep bloeite, each netnirered.
'there are forty-oine of them in all, and
the point to be gained is to arrange
them in such a way ;het they will count
175 sixteen times soross tine square bog
in whieh they are arranged. There are
several thousand ways to fail in an at-
tempt to solve the pueele and only one
way to solve it. For persons who have
abundant time which they do not know
what to do with the new puzzle will be a
treat.
Society is on a decided boom in Hop-
kinsville,
Dr. A. I'. Campbell Inas been quite
sick for several days.
Forty Texas ponies sold Monday at
an average price of $35.00.
Foulke it Son are building a large coal
shed in the rear of their office.
Work has begun on the excavations
for the new custom house at Owens-
boro.
Children's day was observed Sunday
afternoon at the Cumberland Presbyte-
rian church.
The Henderson Joureal says thefliatest
rumor in that city is that the 0. V. has
bought out the I.. it N.
Quite a crowd of the young society
people of the city will attend the ball in
Clarksville Wednesday evening.
lion. E. 0. Sebree has returned from
Henderson. He denies the report that
he will remove his family to that city.
Chris. Timothy offers a reasonable re-
ward for information regarding the
thief who appropriated his tomato
plants.
Eider W. T. Taylor, of liendereon,
preached a beautiful and appropriate
commencement sermon at the Christian
church Sunday.
Mr. Jas. Ragsdale, a former citizen of
this city, later of Louisville, will proba-
bly remove to Hopkinsville. Ile will
be welcomed back.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McKenzie, Misses
Green and Lucy Henry, went to Clarks-
ville, Sunday, to hear Dr. Palmer, the
noted Presbyterian divine.
Rev. W. L. Nouree delivers a com-
mencement sermon it Frakiin next
Sunday, and his pulpit in this city will
be filled by Rev. Mr. Porter, of Green-
ville, Ky.
The Y. W. C. T. U. held Its monthly
meeting Monday night at the residence
of Mrs. Rogers. The exert-ices were of
unusual interest and the attendance
was good.
The New Ea Is in receipt of an In-
vitation to attend a barbecue in Guthrie
on Tuesday, June 12th, when the Ken-
tucky and Tennessee Farmers' Asso-
ciation will be organized.
W. L. Denton was fined $5 00 and
costs before the city court Monday
morning fora disorderly conduct. Ile
had imbibed a little freely in our prohi-
bition city and had to pay the penalty.
The members of the Ninth Street
Presbyterian ctrerch enjoyed a !picnic
in the large grove which fronts on south
Main street, Saturday. The ladies were
on hand with the usual picnic delica-
cies.
Go to A. G. Bush for boots and shoes
and Pave money.
The policemen will don new and at-
tractive unlforma next week.
The races at the park Saturday
noon will be largely attended.
Bryan it Co. sold thirty head




The genial John Ellis has taken &po-
sition behind the counters of Jones it
Co.
Four applicants for pensions were ex-
amined by the board in Dr. Fairleigin's
office Wednesday.
Several parties from this city attended
the entertainment at the residence of
Mr. J. W. Williams, Pembroke, 'Tues-
day night.
Rev. Mr. Bigham will deliver an ad-
dress in the interest of the W. I. T. U.,
at the Methodist chureh on Thursday
night, June, Iltin.
Mr. A. C. Bush has made arrange-
ments for the erection of a handsome,
two-story brick residence on his beauti-
ful South-Main lot.
There is some kicking among the
fa:niers of south Christian who are com-
pelled to travel the Pelusyra road, about
charging toll before five nines are com-
pleted.
COUNCIL MEETING.
Accounts Allowed and a Dog Law
Passed.
The council met in regular session on
the afternoon of June 5th, with Coun-
cilmen Thompson, Beard, Gilliland,
Campbell, Brown i and Anderson pres
out. The following accotenta were pre-
sented and allowed
N. Alexander, work at cemetery four
weeks . $1000
Gas Company, gas 106.10
Jordan Barker, feeding prisoners 15.60
A. 6. Bowles, helmets repairs ...... 1166
Forbes & Bro., 1 um her, Me  24.14
Gus Young .4nH. D. Steele, horse shoeing. etc  4 TO
N. W. Kirkpatrick, hay    10.13
G. E. Gaither, coal oil, etc 4.00
Gus Toting, sundries .  5.70
Caldwell A Randle, sundries 1 25
Pay roll, street work 480 06
Frank McCarron appeared before the
council and asked for damages sustained
to himself awl\ bicycle by being over-
thrown by one of the city's horses while
riding on the streets Saturday afternoon.
The council allowed him $10.
An ordinance was passed ordering the
owners of the property on the north
side of Seventh street, between Webber
and Water, to curb and pave said street.
The dog law was re-enacted, which
provides that the owners of all dogs
must keep them muzzled when on the
streets. '1'lle police are authorized to
From June 15th. to September 15th. shoot all dogs on sight found on the
streets unmuzzied between June 15thall doge found on the streets unmuzzled
will be promptly killed. Remember this
and don't raise a howl if your dog get&
laid out.
The Woman's Christian Charity As-
sociation will meet Monday afternoon
at the residence of Mrs. Thomas Jones,
when the annual election of officers will
take place.
The hour for the reception and ban-
quet at Mr. Thompson'a has been set
for 8 o'clock. All should be prompt
as ..n adjournment to the ball will be
had at 10:30.
There will be a nexnelight pic-nic at
Oakridge school-house on the night of
the leth Inn. There will be a small
charge for refreshmente, proceeds to be
applied to repairing school-house.
At a meeting of the Democratic exec-
utive committee at Madisonville on Sat-
urday it was decided to hold a primary
election on July 7th to decide upon a
Democratic nominee to represent this
district in congress.
Mr. Enoch Wood, proprietor of the
broom factory, was taken dangerously
ill at his residence on Seventh street,
Sunday, and for a time hie life was de-
spaired of. Medical aid was quickly
summoned and he was 600II himself
again.
As TO F•Filt esont—We handle exclu-
sively the only double square bottom
The Metcalfe Manufacturing Co. is bag in the uiarket and we aril them at
making two handsome iron fronts for 30 per cent off the list for the "regulars"
houses to be erected in Trenton by C. and 40 per cent for the "extra heavys."
D. Runyon. The business men of If you call beat that, don't come to see
Trenton are not discouraged by the re- us for bags.
Cent fire.
At a meeting of the turnpike directory
The man with the fortune-telling Monday night It was decided to order
canary birds was doing the town Mon- the collection of toll on the Palmyra
day, and parties anxious to know their pike from and inclusive of June 5th.
destiny could get a glimpse of their fu- As the road has only been completed for
Lure for the small 11.1U1 of one dime two and a half miles just half fare will
strictly in advance, be charged.
Mts. harry Fraser entertained all tine
little girls of the neighborhood at her
beautiful residence on Ninth street,Fri-
day afternoon. It was a pretty sight, the
little fair-haired innocents sporti ng about
the yard and house.
Messrs. N. B. Shyer and Will Waller
purchased from Jas. Anderson, of Hart-
ford, Ky., last week a tine pair of Mue-
tang ponies. They are blood bays,
*bout thirteen hands high and drive
sell in double hen-nese.
When you miss your New Eft• stop
before you "cues" us and think whether
or not your time is out, Our rule of
stopping when the subscription expires
is being strictly adhered to, and gener-
ally when a paper fails to come it is be-
cause it has been stopped.
Mr. Chae. N. Levey has taken a posi-
tion with 31ekee it Co. grocers. Mr.
Lacey is well know,n to the tratie,having
been in time business here for several
years. We are glad to relate that his
health has been restored. Many friends
will welcome him back into business.
A poor blind tiddler and his little
daughter appeared to the sympathies of
the public on the streets Monday. He
did not play on the violin very well,
but there was something about the pair
that played wonderfully upon the sym-
pathies of his audience. It might have
been the full face of the little girl as she
beat the tainbourlime.
Several prominent families of time
Baptist church enjoyed a picnic in the
beautiful grove of Mr. Thos. Morrow,
Saturday. An elegant luncheon was
spread under the large oaks on the bank
of the river, and heal thy enjoyed. The
little people passed their time in a game
of base bull. The girls displayed equal-
ly as much skill in the national game as
did the boys. They handled the willow
with grace and their pitching would
have made Guy Hecker blush. The day
was pleasantly and profitably spent.
On Saturday afternoon a tight of over
one-half hour's duration between two
unknown's interested a large number of
spectators, just below time New Ea• of-
fice. Time and again the principals
were parted, and as often renewed the
the battle. First the black would get
the white down and choke him until it
looked as if the life would be squeezed
out of his body, but the latter on being
released, would arise and immediately
attack his black enemy again. The
black had the advantage in etre but the
white wade up this deficiency in stick-
ing qualities. Uncle Johnny Mont-
ppmery was referee and when the dogs
were parted declared lie could lick the
whale crowd himself if they didn't
believe Ills white hull pup coul I wollop
the stuffin' out'n time othet.
We have reveived a program ot the
Kentucky State Teachers' Association,
which convenes at Mafumoutli Cave,July
3rd, continuing three deys. The 'In-
roads and hotels have decided to give
half rates to all member' of the associa-
tion, thus placing the excursion within
reach of time humblest pedagogue. The
program is oine of unusual interest, re-
plete with addresses and mays from
the most distinguished educators of the
state. Prof. Dietrich will read a pro-
fessional paper before the association,
and Mr. John 0. Rust will deliver one
of his characteristic addresses on Ken-
tucky's illiteracy. It is earnestly hoped
that every teacher in Christian county
will attend. No one is so perfect that
se cannot glean fresh ideas from tido
frictions of great minds.
A swarm of beeos settled on a bough of
one of the trees in the rear of the court
house Tueiday and quite aim audience
assembled to witness Chad. /Dagen cap-
ture them. Tine man who gives free
advice was there with a large supply.
The titan who offers suggestions was on
hand with the usual nomber. Cy lirown
told about an oid fellow on siondlriver
Who used to go up in the tree and rake
the whole swarm into Ida shirt bosom,
caress them tenderly and bear them
home in triemph. Some tolicnowit wit
exclaimed "to I* 06 not to he." Lee
dohneon told about how these bees tried
to settle In his office end how lie pulled
down the window and wouldu•t let:them
In. Somebody sod that if these bees
staid around the court-hoose very
long they would become too Indolent to
work. Another suggested that the
court-house clique needed sweetening
and the bees ought to be let alone.
These and many other similar remarks
were made while Charley Illogen raked
the swarm into a basket and took them
bean.
A meeting of the directors of the 0.
V. road was held in New York Tues-
day. It is very probable that the ques-
tion of the southern extension was set-
tled at this meeting. In a few days we
hope to give definite information in re-
gard to their future movements.
Geo. Sauce, the negro accused of
raping the colored girl Mettle Bell near
Newstead about four weeks ago, was
released from custody Tueaday tnorning.
There was no case against him. No
diadem of evidence to convict of so
heinous a crime. '1'lle whole thing was
a conspiracy on the part of his enemies,
relatives of the girl, to deprive an in-
nocent man of his liberty.
When the lire alarm sounded Monday
the engine horses were at work to a
wagon in a distant part of the city. As
soon as the bell was 'heard Jordan, the
driver unharnessed.them and mounting
the larger one rode up the street at full
speed. Mr. F. C. McCarron was riding
a bicycle slowly along time street in
front of the court-house, where the horse
and time wheel collided, resulting in a
header on the part of Mr. McCarro:I.
Fortunately he was not injured.
The directors and stockholders of the
natural gas company held a ineetiug in
tlie county judge's office Saturday af-
ternoon and determined to issue the
fourth and last call. They resolved to
bring suit at once against those parties
who had not paid the previous calls up
to date. They also decided to continue
boring moil the subscribed stock is ex-
hausted which they calculate will in-
crease the depth of the well about five
hundred feet.
'lime Preebyterian centennial, now in
progress at Clarksville, has a strong
hold on that section of country, and as a
mark of commendation a movement
has been put oti foot by Rev. Dr. ha-
rper, of New Orleania, who is there to
raise an endowment fund of $200,000 for
time Southwestern Presbyterian Univer-
sity. Subscriptions were taken and
over $6,000 was raised,as foll,mws: Bryce
Stewart, $1,000; lit. Merritt, $1,000;
Dr. Shearer, $1,000; D. N. Kennedy,
$1,000; Mr. J. C. Johnson, $50Q and
others $300. Dr. Palmer stated that his
congregation at New 0rleane would
duplicate all of Clarkeville'a subscrip-
tions. The work is still going ons.
Quite a party of young ladies and
gentienian met at the residence of Rev.
J. W. Venable Monday evening its re-
sponse to all invitation from the Misses
Venable to meet their friends, Mine
Prince, of Huntingdon, Tenn., mei Mr.
Woolfolk, of Louisville. It wail a very
informal gathering, thoroogilly con-
genial, therefore the eyeuling Was oue of
pleasure to all. Those present were
Miss lava Prince and Frank Bell, Miss
Eloise Gordon and Walter WarBeld,
Miss bertha Morrison and Homer
Prim*, Miss Bettie Woolfullt and Will
Hopper, Miss \bowie Barbour and John
Ellis, Miss Mamie Harbour and John
Campbell, Miss Mettle Hickman and
Livy Buckner, Miss Mary Wartleld and
Harry Bryan, MIAs Jennie Means and
John Burnett, Miss Mary Clark and
Walker Wood, Miss Emma Wheeler and
Lee Woolfolk, Messrs. Walter Campbell,
Toni Dade and S. Walton Porgy. Mr.
Phil Wallace, of Paducah, added greatly
to the pleasure of the evening by sing-
ing to a violin accompaniment. Re-
freshments were served.
and September 15th. There is only one
exception to tilts rule and that is in the
case of a countryman; if his dog be
with him, Be will not be disturbed, but if
found strolling around the street death
will be hie penalty.
! Just Wait a Few Days!
The meeting of the local board of di-
rectors of what is known as time Chicago
it Gulf road was held in Judge Landes'
office Monday night. Those present
thoroughly canvassed the matter, and
submitted a proposition to President
Couter, which lie will lay before hie as-
sociates in Chicago before he accepts.
The proposition in detail will not be
given out for publication until Dr.
touter signifies his acceptance of it.
Tino' we are led to believe that the
proposition will be a fair one and made
in good faith, It might as well be under-
stood that the people will stand no more
monkey business. Dr. touter must
say in plain English just what his road
will do, and he must make his word
binding by posting a forfeit. The time
for the completion of the road must be
limited as well as the time for begin-
ning work. The people will !neve no
more O. V. business in theirs.
Another timing should be remembered.
While this is a rich county he need not
think on that score that the people are
willing to give him the earth and a few
comets for good measure just to get his
road. They will pay him a good round
sum, say half of what lie wants from
the state, which we understand to be
$300,000, and may be, on a stretch, If
he will make the right sort of an agree-
ment, they would give liim $200,000.
In a few days we will know tine de-
tails of the proposition and will give
them to the public.
-
Shooting at Dawson.
Information has been received here
concerning a serious if not fatal shooting
affray that took place at Dawson, several
evenings since. The trouble originated
in the presence of a drunken Mkt] named
Moore at the doors of the Christian
church as the crowd for evening service
walogathering. Among thane present
was 'Squire Alexander, a well-known
magistrate, who threatened to have
Moore arrested and locked up if he did
not behave, Wash Perkins, of Dawson,
said that he would take Moore away,
and finally induced him to leave the
grounds. But Moore soon afterward
returned, followed by Perkins, who
said he could do nothing with his drunk-
en charge. Ile however tried • second
time to get Moore away, when words of
an angry nature passed between him
and Alexander. The dispute grew
warm, and at last the Ile was given by
one of them. In a moment both men
had their pistols out, and were exchang-
ing shots. Alexander was wounded
three times, in the forehead, the arm
and the &Wilma, the latter wound being
of a very serious nature, but it is thought
he will recover. Perkins was shot in
the abdomen, and at a late hour Tues-
day night he was reported to be in a
dying state, sinking rapidly. The affair
has created the !swot inteneeexcitement,
as both partied are well-known in time
community.
Marriage License.
Johiii Ilayes to Lucy Wilkins.
COLORED.
Wesley Grace to Winnie Johnson.
Booker Chambers to Mallie Cayce.
Wm. Blair to Lucy Spencer.
'REFERRED Loons.
ea. CeliseiZras
To my many friends and acquaint-
ances It 110W I have served so long in
tine capacity of dry footle salesman, 1
wish to announce that I have formed a
partnership with Mr. C. A. Thompeon,
the well-known and popular hardware
dealer of this city. ‘i e ssill continue to
carry, as he Nur elwaye dope iseiore, a
first:0'1'8,41mA ot Hardware, b`ren .211
China Ware, Queeuswere, Oalassware,
Wall piper, Wffidow kihaties, Oil Paint-
ings, etc. We prwore to do the right
tbitigt̀ and sell peals at bottom prices.
lhankitig you kindly fin past favors
and trusting that you will be kind
enough to share your liberal patronage
with us iu the future, I am yours very
respectfully, A. J. MLA pox.
For Sale Cheap,
One of the best engines




From llopkinsville, Monday, May 14,
one roan Mlich Cow, heavy build, good
order, small short Mortis and unmarked.





Arbuckies coffee  25c
Best ground coffee 
Best green tea  Wc
Wood tooth-picks ...... •  Sc
Choice country Woe ,  10c
Best finite coxed . 13c
ENV& tRied heel I315c
taken Wetineedsy night for the eater- 
Time R. G. Dunn AA I Cigar Is clear
Every seat in the opera house wag
talnment by the societies of the South 
Havana) Filled. Sold only by
J. B. G•LIIRRATH.
Kentucky College. Standing room
could soaeerly be secured. The Gallery
was full of ladies and gentlemen who
could not secure seats below.
The program consisted of appropriate
selections irons Marlowe'o Edward il.,
Shakespeare's Tempest, Henry VIII.,
Antony mil cleopatra, and Merchant of
.eenioe.
'Tine entertainment was in many TS.
spects faulty, but the audience of coarse
expected an amateur performance and
was prepared to overlook the mistakes,
remembering that the "Lords and
Ladies" had but • short time to prepare
for the exhibition. Time *elections were in
very good taste,snil wally of the soholars
showed considerable histrionic ability.
The section from 'Tine Merchant of
Venice" was particularly good. 'Ilie
acting in this scene was very natural, Exquisite things in Gents Furnishing
showing that all of the performers com-
prehended the lines and had studied not
only the words, but the characters.
Taken as • whole tile entertainment
of Wednesday night was one of time
most creditable affairs of its kind ever
I Cheap 'heap Cheap!!! "That's
what the dickey-birds say," ef course
referring to Bassett it Co's. goods.
FRUIT JARS
Mason self-sealers.
f, gallon  $1 40
1 quart  1 20
At Renshaw it Clark's.
Smoke the R. G. Dunn AA 1 full
Ilavanna Filled Cigar. Sold by
J. B. G•LERZATH.
Goods at Bassett it Co's.
White Goods, Cream Goods, Tinted
eGtcondast, sSohymebrz CSohrandeera, Combinations Thai &




Bassett at Co. No 10, Main St., Ilopkinscille,
PREFERRED LOCALS
The secret of our success—we attract
trade by contracting prices.
Bassett it Co.
Forget your own name but don't for-
get the bargains at Bassett it Co's.
Men's Straw Hats in endless variety.
The largest line of Children' Straw Hats
this side of New York at Shyer's Corner.
A FACT
ThatCanotboDollied
John Moayon sells a better
class of goods for the money




are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If he tells you
they are good you may bet
on it.
For a good arnoke,try R. G. Dunn
AA 1. Sold by J. B. 13•LBRIESTH.
A nc ther new line of Ladies Fine Shoes
and Slippers at Shyer's corner.
"Conte to the bower we've shaded for
you" at Bassett it Co's.
Rueching in endless variety Fan's
Parasols and Handkerchiefs, at Shyer's
Corner.
CROWDED OUT.
I regret to inform my many friends
that owing to the extra large invoices of
New Summer Dry Goode received with-
in the last few days, we were forced to
for the present only, to abandon the pop-
ular cheap counter we have been run-
ning so long and with such excellent
success. In fact so rapidly have bargains
been pouring in to us that now our im-
mense tioublerooma are crowded to their
utmost capacity. Never in the history
of our business career haa such accumu-
lation of bargains been ph iced at our
disposal. We can do it and you can
rest assured we will give our friends and
customers the full benefit of all we have.
Try us at once. Respectfully,
N. B. SHYER.
Con. Ninth and Main.
They keep on coming—Goods and
Customers—at Bassett It Co's.
"Drag Esperlus."
Feeling grateful to my many friends,
and to the old patrons of my predeces-
sor, J. R. Armistead, for their liberal
patronage and support, I desire to state
that they will always find at my Drug
Emporium every thing usually kept in
a first-class drug store, embracing fresh
drugs, medicines, chemicals, dye stuff,
artiste material, toilet articles, combs,
brushes, perfumery, stationary, etc.
I am daily receiving fresh drugs, and
enlarging my stock to meet the wants
of every one who may favor me with
their valued orders. Country physicians
will find it to their interest to favor me
with their orders, as I purchase strictly
for cash, getting a liberal discount by
so doing, and can therefore offer them
special 'Inducements. I have just added
to my stock a large and complete line of
Luytie's Homeopathic Pharmaceutical
preparations, which I offer to Homeopa-
thic physicians at the regular wholesale
prices and guarantee satisfactions. CI
gars anti tobacco a specialty. Prescript-
loins carefully compounded at all hours
by J. It. Armistead. Give us a call.
BUCK NKR I,EAX ELL.
"I'here'e a light in tine window for
thee" every evening at Bassett & Co's.
Our Millinery Department is still In
full blast, notwithstanding the immense
trade we have had. New Stylish Shapes
added daily, also complete lines of Rib-
boos and Flowers still on hand. It will
not pay you to pas, us by on this line of
goods this sunnier. SHYER'S COB.
You'll never miss your dollars If our
goods you buy. BASSE'll' & CO.
Novelties in Ladies and Gents Collars,
Cuffs, Underwear and Hosiery at Shyer'.
Corner.
Merchant Tailoring.
If you want a first class suit of clothes
go toGORmAN,s
for 'reel tine trimmings and well
made clothes; he cannot be surpassed
anywhere . A choice stock of foreign
and domestic 'Wangs and trousering to
select from and prices reasonable. He
does strictly first-class tailoring and the




No. 11 Seventh Street.
The wey of tile world—Main street to
Barrett & Co's.
SATINES.
The handsomest line of Fine Satinet,
in this city in solid Summer Shades as
well as dark colors, lower than New
York cost, now on exhibitions at Shyer's
Corner.
LOOK OUP
for we are cutting
=own. 1='rice,
and they might fall on sotnebody. They
fall very heavy too, because they have
never been
CUT DOWN SO LOW
before. We handle everything kept in
A First-class Furniture Store.
We guarantee both prices and goods.
We keep constantly on hand every
grade of
Ilefalic and Wood Coffins and Caskats
and furnish them day or Right. Re-
member the name.
Preferred Locals.
Hay, Corn, Oats, Bran,
Feed Meal and Chian-Feed,
Rap] ad racy boric,
Seed Sweet and Irish
Potatoes, Lime 75c. per
bbl.
We have our own
wagon and deliver at
all hours. We deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
A
Anderson & Tate.









ing and guttering a
specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty
will be pleased to see
his old friends.
At a Bargain!
We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargain. The purchaser to re-




on Elm street, east side.
Rented for this year.
FOR SALE
At a Bargain.
A brick cottage with
7 rooms, also a frame
cottage. Both build-
Andrew Hall ings on the west side of; Elm street. They are
rented to prompt pay-
HOPKINSVILLE, K W., ing tenants for this
year.
—Dealer in
Granite and Marble lonalenti!
Best Material 8c Workmanship
AT
BOTTOM FIGURES.
The First National Bank.
Treasury Department,
/Mee of Comptroller of ths Currency,
W•altikorod, March 16th, Bee.
HERILAS, by satisfactory evidence present-ed to the undersigned, it has been made to ap-pear that ••Tbe First National Bank, of Hop-kinaville," in the town of Hopkinsville, in thecounty of Christi•n, and state of Kentucky. hascomplied with all the provisions of the statutesof the United State., required to be compliedwith before an association shall be authorizedto commence the business of banking: Nowtherefore 1, Jesse D. Abraham*, Deputy andacting Comptroller of the Currency, do fierebyoertify that -The First National Bank, of Hopkinsville. in the town of Hopkinsville, in thecounty of Christian, and mate of Kentucky isauthorized to commence the 1111/1111e46 of bank-ing as provided in section ilfty-one hundredand sixty-nine of the revised statutes of theUnited States In testimony whereof witnessmy hand and seal of office this 15th day ofMarch. 1888 .1. II. ABRAHAMS.




4 cottages on South
Campbell street.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written in
first-clasa Companies, and prompt at.-
tendon in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
Us.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Calls& Co.
Main street. Post-office building.
THREE WONDERFUL
THE NEW SINGER ACTOSIATILSingle Thread.. It Runs with a Breath.
THE NEW SINGER VIBRATOR,
More modern, lighter running and simpke
than any other.
THE NEW SINGER OSCILLATOR,bcientilcally and mechanically perfect.
OFFICES EVERYWHERE.

















—And All Points Ai—
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Tickets ass now as Sale. Gall on or
address
B. F. MITCH/ELL,
Gee' Peas. and Ticket Ag.t.. Lonlevthle, IC
AIN FACTS!
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
call your attention to their magnificent stock of
Men's & Boys' Clothing!
in light and dark colors. Cheviots, Worsteds, Cassimeres, &c., in Sacks,
Frocks and Prince Alberts.
L1mmerC1C) ticking ? 5.
in Silk Pongees, Alpacas, Drap Dete and Flannels in all the latest
shades. We have the most complete line of
TILTIDMIRJIATMA.Mt
which we offer fully 25 per cent, less than value.
We have the Best 50c. Shirt in America!
-- SEE OUR
Striped Balbriggan Underwear at : 50c.
Men's Seersucker Coats and Vests, $1.00
We are offering some great bargains in suits of which we have only
two or three suits of a kind left. These we offer
At $3.00 to $5.00 less than Value.
also the largest line of STRAW HATS in the city at low prices.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Glass Corner. Glass Corner.
C. T. 101 414, President JOHN FAXON, Cashier
It NEN' MI Ef0111118' N11101111 111111',
COliA7r1K.11111N711140, .11415XILEL.
Authorized Capital, $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian, Todd and Caldwell Counties, Ky. Accounts
solicited of Farmers, Merchants and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any
part of the United States, Canada or Europe.
All Business Promptly and Carefully Exeeuted.
The Closest Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests.
Your Accounts Solicited. JOHN W. FAXON
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35th Teas Spring Term s.
Tuesday, January, 24, 888.
A PULL 0011113 OP PROFESSORS
ARO TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS-
L• gee seat -Raglish, Latta, Greeh,
Trent& itad Gorman
3. Science-Modal, Moral, and Physical.
1. thellakalail-Applied Matbeinallos.
4. Cosmetic s--Conornereial Law, Comasser-
gal Arithmetic, and Book-keeping.
S. Nowa • t. Con' zsz-( Designed, especially,
kw the instroetion of thoee who expect to teach)
-Theory and Practice of Teaching, Normal
Methods. Graded Sehoola, School Government;
School Amusements, Teacher's Justitates,
11. AAAAA 70ST Pais •11.1' TlIATIIII10-
Rdadiag, Writiag, Geography, Arith-
metic. me.
7. Music and Aar.
S. Two Li  Socirrtis-Easay Bead-
le& Deelametlea, Recitation and Debating.
S. Daily Reading and Wrtting exeresees for
papas in All Departments.
le Wog' the College challenges comparison
with any Mother Int-elites college or echool
Mosthly Reporta seat to parents and guardians
Both sexes admitted to the Study Hall and
lisettatios Rooms. YouVaii.ud es board with
the Presidest in college ba Young gen-
tlemen is private families. pile entering
school oa the lid of Jaime'', WM, and remain-
lag until the rime of tbe session in Imam, will
reeeive one usonth's manse free. TxsAs Moo-
 . For further partieulars. catalogues,
Ste. address JAMES E. SCORE
W'resideat.
Prof. 311. L. LI PSCOIMML. V. P.,
A. J. HAMMY Ceas'd't Cadets.
e -erywbere to
Agents Wanted.oeri 'stem=sell tbe ad-




thew eons hAnlig spare
Idea es000t lire it to net-
tor v.:vantage than this
ageory. 14 a rib owners
who or atithils the fact of
trideuteset respiestbillity
by letters from their
easker or Dry Goode Mer-
dam,. oaa parahase lots of 25 or machines at
libe I •weist wholsesle price. 'Oahu their Dote st
110 osE•, widwiet Interest in settierneat of is-
vole... I shipsempis washer, ou trial, on liberal
terms- iite tor earth:airs







one floe two-bone spring wagon,
manufactured sail guaranteed god-
/lase by C. W. Ducker, Hopkinsville.
Ky , •altie 4101 00
Owe Improved rive Drawer Family Sin -
ger hewlag Machiae. with all attach-
means .  50 00
One Bowie' Machine, dead
maks, Sour drawws, all attachments,
sold and warranted by C. E. West, Het,
kinsnlle. Ky., •allie a0 00
An elegant set of furniture. bedstead,
bureau and wartt-etaad. sold by Thomp-
son A McReynolds. lioetinsv Lk, and on
exhibition at incr.'s:ore, value . f.0 00
A handsome titem-wladiag gold watch,
or lady, •aine  SC SO
One share stork le the Owenedire
J oekey Club., waists .  50
A ...Gals spriag-Tooth Salty Harrow and
Cultivator," tbe beet combined implement In
use, •alue 00
A One breech-Loader shot-gun, value.. :15 00
A first-eleas, standard silver watch,
stein- wind, for gentleman, sold and war-
ranted by L. lasuchat, Clarksville,
Teas., value ....... 011
A good family cooking stove. with tall
set ot vessels, oust or wood, •al ue ..... 30 00
Suit if ClOtheit . ..... WO 00
One Lovell Washing Machine, with
beach and wrisger, •alue  13 50
Hee Mismiari Steam Washing Machias,
Dry Goods  10 00
Drugs 
Booth's Manual of Dowiestie Medielee,
price ...
Home Library Cyclopedia
Elegant Large Album ...
Four Pound Gravity Seale.
A Patent Huggy-shaft Holder











Seery subscriber to the WEZILY .341LW Eft•
Weenie year, as $1.110, gets cme ticket. Sub-
./wellies, ts Ks Tat- Witailty, at ELK a year,
get two ticket's. or for six months, $1.00, one
%whet A 11 Papery Mopped When Subscription




Piso's Cure for Con-
sumption is also the best
Cough Medicine.
If you have a Cough
without disease of th.J
Lunge, a few oloeao are all
you need. But if you ne-
glect this °may means of
safety, the alight Cough
may lbeeotne a serious
matter, and several bot-















This powder sever varies. A marvel of purl-
y, strength and wholeeomenese More econom-
teal than the ordinary km is. and cannot be mkt
in competition with the multitude of 'ow test,
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold
only in wow. lteie•t. Ragtag Powbsa CO .108




The Fall Term will open (.0 MON D A Y , AU-
GUST le, 'VT. An experienced facu!ty, thor-
ough instructioa and terms as heretofore. Tor




Has all the food qucu'ibes ft•s bet Green
and Black Tea in a " Co-7cinaf'0'!“ whose
drontmg qualities ars unsarrassed.
IRK NALL M. If
Chas. McKee & Co.
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WE ARE ACT11015IZED TO ANNOUNCE
MOSES WEST,
as a candidate for therdrof Christian county.
Election, first Monday in August, Deist.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
D. G. WILEY,
a candidate for Sheriff of Christian manly, at
the August election, eleti, subject to the action
of the Republican party.
Per Jskelge Cissiessoss Pleas Court.
WE ABB AUTHORIZED TO ANNOt E
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
*candidate for the office of Judge of the Leurt
of Common Pleas at the August election.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO AN NNOU NC I.:
JAMES BREATHITT,
as a candid, tie for Judge of the Court of Com-
mon Pleas, subject to the faction of the Republi-
can county mnventIon.
Far Cessatabi• •
wE AILS AUTIloRlZED TO ANNOUNi E
GEORGE G. BRADLEY,
a candidata for Constable in the iloptinaville
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 The BUYERS*GUIDE is
issued March and Sept.,
each year. It is an ency-
olopedia of useful infor-
mation for all who pur-
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. We
eon °loth. you and furnish you with
all the necessary and unnecessary
&peliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
CORIFORTAB.LY, and you cr.n make a fair
gentlest* of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be rent upon.
receipt of 10 ennts to pay postage.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
111-114 Michigan Avenue. Chicago, ILL
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest and Largest Hotel in the City.
-
Kate• IOLA° tia 64.00 Per Day.
according to Rooms.
Turkiati and Russian Baths In llotel
l'reften Notes.
:valet correspondence.
Ceovrtie, K v., June 1.-elt tutorial
exercises at Academy Unit 30th, tee
were witnessed by about tour huntlied
poople. The post marched loom their
hall promptly at 10;30 a. til., the John
Ferguson Light Giintrole lending the
poweesion. Hon. Walter Evans elm
was te deliver the memorial aderese,
sowing to illness ot his wde could not
etnue. adolress ritten hy him
was reed by Col. A. II. Clark; full ot
patriotism and patties it fortnight ap-
plause and tears front the appreciative
tudience. Capt. W. T. Ellis at the in-
vitation of the poet delivered an address.
lite patriotic utterances, the delight-
ful rlittorit• and eltemeece ef this dis-
tinguished irelitlemen, who hail been *
Confederate soldier, were received by
round after remit' applauee. Hon.
Janice; itreetloitt. delivered a short
,Irese, atel your readers know Jim never
speaks but what lie says eomethitig
worth heart log. 'lite recitations of
"Calling the Roll" by 11 las Cara Browit
end "The Blue and Grey " by lid Nora
Nlet'ortl, and the dellglithol music by
the choir added to the Interest of the
eccasioa. '1'lle exercises were closed
with prayer by Rev. J. W. Bighate.
Rev. J. W. Kegler, of the Universtal-
ist church, will preach at Ilaceslotaa
next Sueday. He will baptize several
, parties near D. L. Heroes' Sunday even-
ing .
l'rof. keli001 dosses here to-day.
Dr. Lark Antler, formerly a resident
near Manniagton and who has several
relatives living in this section, died at
his reeidence in Sacremetito a kw days
ago.
A eienic atinouuced near Kelly in
which the managere without excuse and
with malice aforethought omit to state
that the candidates"have been invited."
There is Intepte excitement about it
and our old friend Roy was down here
buying buckshot and a rope, from
white' it is feared mob violence will on-
ly appease the enraged populave.
C. A. 11.
•••pecial Lorreoponilence to Die Nutt Eli :
Cnorros, Kit., June 4 -The pro-
traeted tneether at the Methodhe church
vetoed last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Canister and chit-
olreteof your city, have been spending a
few days with the family ot O. J. Ham-
by near Consolation.
Rev. Mr. Gibbs' regular appointment
here third Sunday ins thhi month will be
tilled by Rev. W. II. Engler.
As Henry Helsley sing. "Isn't It hap-
py to be a father" his boy turns over
in the cradle and smiles.
Miss Nannie Parker la visiting the
Misses Moseley, of Sinking Fork.
Mrs. Cley Wooldridge, of Earlington,
spent a few ilsye last week visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Murdoels McIntosh, here.
Mr. Barclay, of Muhlenberg, wee here
yesterday to visit the Sunday schools.
Tom Fletcher was arraigned before
Judge Jackson last Friday ter carrying
concealed weapons. Twenty rive dol-
lars and ten days were assessed againet
him for the exercise of this glorious
privilege.
Miateseer Harney comes to the front as
the cliewpion Antler of cut worms. Ile
found seventy dye of them under a
small grub he plowed up.
Frank Sizemore's other little girl has
a sister.
A fee of ten cents will be charged, ex-
cept to the patrons of the ;school, at
Prof.Beechatn's exhibition Tueeday and
Wednesday night*, the proceeds to be
appropriated to founding a library for
the academy. C. A. B.
Special Correspondence.
Coorror, Ky., June 6th.-Frank
Greet died at the resWenee of Lis father,
George Grant, neer here yesterday, of
consumption. Ile was about twenty-
three years old.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Uttey spent
Monday night with the family of Ed
Higgins.
Mack Denton ila8 been employed to
teach the public school at Pleaeant
Grove.
The citizens of old White 'Islets, on
the Greenville road, announce a pic-nie
on the 23rd inet.
Daniel McIntosh died at old Peters-
burg, Monday night, of consumption.
He was burled yesterday at the cemetery
at that point.
Eugene Cordier, from Windom, Kan-
sas, is on a visit to relatives at Eerling-
ton &nd Meneingtou. •
The primary depotrtment of Prof.
Beeeham's school successfully carried
out their part of the exercises of the ex-
hibition at Academy Hall last night.
The program WWI ititereeting and the
exercises were witnesaed by a hall full
of delighted spectators. The little fel-
lows displayee such wonderful talent
and corresteesa in their several roles
that it elicited universal applause, and
evidently showed energetic and system-
atic training. The advanced clasaes
continue the exercises to-night.
Mrs. Jackson, aitd Field Rice, White
Plains; Mrs. Ilatnby and SIMS Kate
Braeher, Catslebury ; Mrs. Long, of
Petersburg, and 2ili8SeS Emma Crabtree
and Ieota Armstrong, Empire, are
among the visitors at the exhibition.
C. A. B.
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QA:vc,1/4:14‘ iiAteN-v Nights is the
ise.' complaint of
thousands suffering from Asthma, Con-
sumption, Coughs, t•t4, Ind you ever toy
Ackens English Remedy? It is the Peat
preparation known for all Lung Troubles.,
sold on a positive guarantee at 10c., 60s,
B. Gilmer, Hopkinsville, Ky
so • sies
The Sioux chief Yellow Thunder is
reeponsible for the statement that the
Hon. Elijah M. Hainea of Waukegan is
mistaken when he says that the I tenant.
call him Wish-Alt-Wash-Ting-a-Ling,
or el ill- IV 110-Gets-There-With- Rot h
Feet. The chief says that Mr. Haines's
Indian title is 011-Korn-Opheemeaning
Didn't- K no w- Ile-Wass-Snubbed. This,
however, may be an aboriginal cam-
paign lie. Rut, true or false, it recalls
the wrath of the Waukegan stage when
the Democratic state convention at
Springfield eat doisei on him laat week.
Elijah then rebuked a seolling delegate
after the following fashion: "There
was a man of my name in old times
whom the A Imighty sent ravens to feed.
If you haAl been there, 'instead of being
fed by ravens you would have been
lewd by thou for plain, ordinary crow
bait."
AD-
When Baby was sink, we gave her Cr stiwta,
When she was a Child, she cried for Camelia,
When at.a became Miss, she clung to Cuisine,
Whoa she had Childrsa she gays than Caner*
The Detroit Tribune gives ten reasons
why Gen. Alger should receive the Re-
publican nomination for president, and
neglects to mention the most weighty
of all. Ile has a bar'l. That makes
eleven reasons. '1'he head of hie bar'l
haa beep knocked in. That makes
twelve reaaons.
-•-sse-wo-
ClkA and reliable Medicines are the best‘jb to depend upon. Acker's Blood El-
ixirhaa been prescribed for years for all im.
purities of the Blood. In every form of Scrof-
ulous, Syphilitic or Mercurial diseases, it is
invaluable. For Rheumatism, has no equal.
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Senator Hawley 18 going to make a
eth of July speech in Philadelphia this
year. The • Republican party can add
greatly to the interest of that speech by
nominating its author for something or
other at Its national convention next
month.
•
John A. Logan, Jr., has a race-horse
which ran fast enough to get beaten at
Latouia the other day. Young Mr
Logan will never eclipse hie father's
fame with that kind of a horse.
ADIEU.
Let I • and chance conibin,•, combine,
1,1 tin:, Anil chitin*. c•
'fr.., faired 1..ce from heit‘eu above,
'not hire ,it ) uun. was' . i .....
V.)" dear,
'flat lore.of yours sus mine.
Thi• past 14 Ilisl Joel r•ne. and gone:
'flu. 1.41,1 itisl ram, gone;
If nought Mil pain tU Ille
1 talVe iu memory on,
My tiear,•
1'11 fart. iiieinori on
The ,,y1.1...t tears tnieit fall. itittst fall;
The snibleed tears must fall;
In weio In this world 1.doW,
I'll lo.k. you, ever and all,
My dear.
liwe y. PI), ever awl all.
A long road full of pain, of pain;
A long rose full of pain;
one eoul, tale heart, swom ne'er to tort-
We neUr eau meet again,
My dear,
We m•'er can tueet agile.
Hard fat.. will not allow. allow;
Ilan! Lilo. will 111.4 allow;
We hlessesa are, aa the angels are;
Adieu forever, now,
)Iy dear,
Adieu forever, now. -Carlyle.
Itoetmen of Havana Harbor.
By and by home Ono will immortalize
the Havana, guadazio aed its swarthy
guadanero in song. There is nothing
fragile or dainty about these little harbor
heats ttr their boatmen, but no Monter-
renew* pert cant ehow you more pictur-
esque waterside characters than are found
in Havana bay. There are upward of
2.000 licensed guadanuss. Each beat ie
hooded astern te protect from the sun, is
is rigged with a single mast and sail,
painted in all Norton of fantastic colors
and its stoetel anti maworthiness are some-
times nistrvelous. They are a jangling,
wrangling loot, their owners, the guada-
mosso. but pencealole and sunny withal.
They tire full of song and wine, anti sleep
the year round. Many live in their little
boats. 'new keep alive the legends of
chivalry by murmuring love songs to
everything of tho female form; and in
the moonlight upon the harbor the whole
sensuous night pulses to the rhythmic
numbers of their weire guar:wham.-
Edgar L. Wakeman in New York Mail
anti Express.
The 'reggaes of Carla.
There is another thing that I have been
glad to notice over here, and tItat is the
gt•nerosity of the ricli to the poor. I have
never wen a beggar hold out his hand in
vain: but then all mendicants w Ito can
prose, theme-Ives truly unable to werk or
to proeuro onplevinent are lieensed here,
atoll trt•IIVI'llify knoiw that yiiur cop.
per cent, or petite pieee blanche, e ill not
ge far astray. I iintlerstand. thteigh,
that on New Year's day any
woman or child sti inclined can beg on the
street t•ortiers, and I am told you cannot
take a step without putting your hand in
your pockets; and it is Well to go with
these well lined if one wishes to pave
the road to paradise with the Llessoings
receivol on that day.-l'aris Cene The
Argonaut.
Cloth Mad• of
M. Dubus Bonnet, of Lille, France,
hes invented a process of spinnieg and
weaving gla.is bees cloth. The warp is
composite' of silk, forming the body of
the groundwork, on which the pattern
in glass appears, as effected by the weft.
The requieite flexibility of glass thread
for manufacturing purposed is to be
ascribed to its extreme fineness, as not
less than fifty to sigty of the original
threads (spun by steam engine power)
are required to form one thread of the
weft.
The process Is slow, for no more than a
yard of cloth can be produced in twelve
hours. The work, however, is extremely
beautiful and comparatively cheap. A
French paper, commenting on this dis-
covery. says:
"When we flgure to on rsel ves an apart-
ment decorated with cloth of glees, and
resplendent with lights, we must be con-
vince-1i that it will equal in brilliancy all
that the imaginatiOn can coneeive and
realize; in a word, the wonders of the
enchanted palaces mentioned in the Ara-
bian tales."-New York Star.
Treatment for Sick Headache.
The headache of indigestion, accom-
panied by scotoma, or scintillations and
dazalings of light before the eyes, is al-
ways duo to acidity and evolution of
gases in the stomach. When not accom-
panied by aphasia or by a want of co-
ordination. it is easily cured by common
saleratus or supercarbonate of soda. Let
the patient take one-fourth of a teaspoon-
ful in much water-say four to six table-
spoonfuls, or more--wait a few minutes,
and if not relieved repeat the dose. The
glimmering soon ceases, and the pain
forgets to follow. Hot water can be
used if the stow:se/1 is very weak. and
Bondault's pepsin will sometimes relieve
it without the soda.-Dr. S. F. Landrey
in Popular Science News.
Hogs of St. Anthony.
The far famed barns of Bayonne are
now rivaled by the noted little Items of
La Mancha, which are yielded by a race
of orthodox swine popularly known as
the hogs of St. Anthony. Thi.•se pious
little pigs are said to be so grateful for
the good time they have of it, in feeding
on the richest beechnut-et in the woods,
that when tlwir day of doom arrives they
do not require tole driven to the alaugh.
ter yards, but voluntarily present them-
/se/vest thereat, their snouts wreathed with
a meek simper of gratitede for past fa-
vors meet v ed. - Lot hien Telemapit.
A "Hung Whittling" Contest.
One of the most successful features of
a recent •-literary entertainment" in a
town the other evening was a ••bung
whittling contest by ladies." Each of
the contestants received a square bit.of
wood from which to whittle a bung to
fit a large stone jug. They could all see
the hole to be filled, but none could
measure it. Prizes were given for the
best and for the poorest bung, and then
they were all sold at auction. One of
them neatly fitted the bungliole.-New
York Sun.
rose or Heine crippled.
A table prepared for a workingenen's
society in Leipsic represents that the loss
of different parts of the body reduces the
capacity of gaining a living in the fol-
lowing precentages: Loses of both eyes,
or arms, or hands, or k-ge, or feet, 100;
lass of right hand, 40; of tho right
thumb, 33 1-3; of one eye, 22; of the left
thumb, or right index finger, LI; of left
index, or any other finger of the left
band, r.? -Arkarisaw Tra‘eler.
RefOre l'ataters.
Wonteu are generally willing to have
their photographs taken, and in country
places I have frequently low' them cluster
around the camera for this object; but
men are leSel eager, end /11 numy cases
when requeeted to become part of a
group have seen them statist in the
background and so overshadow din face
fie to meet. their picture uttrecogeizahhe
Newa.
Too Reny Pow ocs.
It is said that visitors to Ireland are
struck with tlw "pot bellied" appearance
of the natives, men and women. This
almormal dietension of the abdominal
ss-alls is due to the enormous amount of
notetoes whielt they aro called upon to
consume in order to maintain a tolerable
degree of beanie-Oconee Budgets
•
Now tbe Thee
to use liodgete Sarsaparilla with ledids
of Potash, the great puritter for the
blood. A certain cure for rheumatism,
wrofulous affections, end all dieraten
peculiar to females. Physticiatio reemn-
mend it. Take no ether. Rangutu Root
Medicine Co., Manufacturers, NiteliVil le,
Tenn. $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all
druggists.
The Illinois denex•rats have now no
candidates for states treasurer. This
is not to be wondered at, for trying to
capture the State treasury by means al
detileeratic voted is very much like hunt-
ng for a pot of gold at the end of a rain-
bow.
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t is trite likely that Mr. Thurman Is
the elioice of Mr. Cleveland for second
place on the national ticket with him
dila year. Being compelled to trot In
double lett-nese, it Is only naturist that
the president would desire to be hitched
up with it thoroughbred.
•
Seven millionaire.' are preparing to
enliven Colorado's polities by a arsena-
1 le for Seeator Tot» Boweit's shoed. I t
is predicted that next winter even the
grizzly bears in ilea state will wear
sealeisin overcoats and tactics with gold
buckles on thew.
•
The white caps came down upon the
t eighborhood of Bogieraes Fork, hid.,
and whipped two of the prominent
citizen@ of the district. The entire
county is sromied'over the matter.
STORIES OF PARROTS.
_
6,0,1.111z Shorlf, of a N bee of Intelli-
gent mud 'Talkative Birds.
Bri.11111, the alit lior of it '..1,•rnian
work called "l'he Hee ery of Ael-
male," taints that perrots of the
more intelleg eit baleen nnd African
varimivr• have not 'only been taught
ninety plirasee hich they reiel•istit
rote, btu that they have 1.01111.
111TM:tall Ili• Ille:ttling of what they soty,
and nit` orils ill.111,4•11tielltly in their
peeper seuses. (dirk the cage of an
Etst Indian llama who learned
largo iii»b,d• of Dwell worila in hie
natiee ceuntry. Ifrotight to Etirope.
he learned a nember id German and
Freneh went, in suceessi lie a.ked
bir water, foe. feel, for playthings.
and for a chance to get out of his
cege, whielt was. regularly allowed
him. itot eiwaye use the Ger-
Man week f tr what he wanted, in
speaking to G,•tetiarte. litte sometimee
substituted the Dutch word+, in their
proper senses. No doubt a good many
of his native screerhes mid jablwrings
were put down as elnitch" by his
German mowers.
Scaliger tells of ts perrot which imi-
tated tee calls neve in lite dances of
the Savoyarls, end reposte 1 parts of
their entises; suet Joieques; Bruttot, a
French writer, tells of an Aft•iean par.
rot who daneeil as be has' seen the
pearl° de. i•epeatitog as he did so the
wools of their soong: "A little step!
A little jump! lotto. ion!"
Menault, untidier Frenchman ef sci-
ence, tells of n famous parrot, fot
which Cardinal Ilesea peel a hundred
gold crowns because he recited with-
out a blunder the Apostle's; Creed, and
eliantol the nosepilfleat correctly.
The story is reeineted in English an-
ecdotal collet•tioes, if not in grave his-
tories, that a parrot belonging to
Henry VIII. once fell in the name%
and summoned paseeris-by to the res-
cue by callitig out "Help! Help!"
Thu Indian parrot of who om the ace
count is gi; vii by Brehm. was de-
prived of its mistress; by death. It re-
fused to tete and called out repeatedly:
"Where is madam? Where is mad-
am?" Oao of the friends of the fam-
ily, nn eltlet•ly Major, mice patronized
die parrot liy sat ing to him: 'lump
b(TrY1 Ifitijrultuhtlicht; li:yut'okx:r). aJgacTiol
lookoil as hint ati instant. contemptn-
ously, and then exeltilmed, eJittup nn
the tesrelt, Miler, julep on the perch!"
The French iv:1%1.11.r, 1.3 Barre.
Very serious ape careful wt•iter, tolls a
sin:enter story of an African parrot
called Chrysestom by the sailors on
board a vessel which lorought La Berri)
from Senegal to France. Chrysostmn
had belonged to the chaplain of the
ship, who had taught him a prayer or
two, and a portion of the litergy. On
the voyage the chaplain died. anti the
bird oontlnuett to repent the prayer
that had Ispen taught him. 'The sail-
ors bestowed upon the parrot tho
natne of "the chaplain," and knelt
about his cage in a t•everept manner
when the bird repeated his prayer.
There is another. and an unpleasant
side to this picture. however, in the
fact that "the chaplain" learned some
of the sailors' unties, and added them
10 1114 liturgy, also learned to call
himself by the title of •elio chaplain."
anti made aria speeches as this; 'llad
your breakfast. Mr. Chaplain? Oh,
yes; oh, yes. Mr. Chaplain wants a
eraeker. Yee, yes--for the chaplain.
Ameii! Canapanion.
Dian tli.•s, relingetes tiewmars
APO! S L DIES.
runts 3114 Siewite•tIons Coneerolog the Lats
e.t Novelties le Dies,.
kete, popular as they are. are by no
means exclusively worn. Jackets still
hold their uw ant' appear in tempt-
ing variety. They are gent rally close-
fitting, though the double-brensted
Denenberg. the Norfolk anti the Paris
blouse are to be found in many kinds
of material& Stockinette jackets
abound, and some of these are very
warm, being fleece-linetl. thus en-
abling the wearer to defy the frost.
Military at les of deeoration are ex-
ceedingly popular for plain, tight-tits
ting ja4e a The Uhlan, with straight
COB'S of gold braid down the front,
the Tyrolese nr Austrian military jack-
et, with braided front and sleeves, anti
the Viiicennes, with another adlap-
tatien of the military style.
arc other variations of out.
door jacket ornamentation. Parise
made walking jaekets aro liter-
ally covered is ith braiding, beading,
and gaelonn. Coth gowns from the
sante source are aleo very much orna.
mentecl with braiding or paasementerie
around the foot of the skirts or down
the front of the long polonaise.
A pretty toilet worn at a five
o'clock tea recently was nevi° of terra-
ootta oordea silk and dark Bismareir
brown veTvet crossed with heavy lines
or geld, The retina skirt was ex.
ceedingly full at the back and very
plain in front- Around the foot was s
bias band of the velvet. and above
this a Hungarian tunic caught up with
silk cords ending in long slender
spikes. 'lite luw velvet bodice was
pointed front and back, and put on
over a Russian guimpe of terra-cotta
crepe lisse deftly shirred around the
neck, noel gathered close to the throat
with a tiny draw-string of scarlet vel-
vet. A handkerchief pouch of terra-
cotta velvet richly embroidered in
terra-cotta silk, outlined with beads
of a darktw eltatie, deponded fronl the
belt. The silk sleeves woe puffed
with time-coda velvet on the shoul-
ders, and reached not quite to the
elbow. From lucre were airy sleeves
of the crepe Lase, which glistened with
an embroidery of beads matching in
desigr. the graceful device upon the
velvet pouch A cluster of scarlet
roses at tee belt gave the finishing
touch to this exceeditegly-becoming
gown.
Tineel. gold lace, gold etaitilno,
plush, velvet. ribbon. embroiolered
gauzes, silk canves, grenadine an.1
crepti lisle! in to any exquisite
nuts ago an employed in tee
creation el toeck-trinornings this
seaSou. White slave 11111(41 lees
used than formerly. Smell beetle ef
okuitigools tpleiceisoteliniviittg;ettanrdles,uiti;
they are neck-Weals chiefly. and Het
frills. Fine pearl beads aro much used
011 C3[1)41154'0 oft0 row or
two, aid may les motile:le the edges
marine collars in velvet, richly uni-
broithrel palette% plastrionie and
vests, with very often u riet decora-
tions to inneeb, it ext-eptionaliy
and elegaut this whiter. A stylish
neck-Irian:tine cctieists tof a black vets
ret collar in Cliarlos IX. style, which
turns back brea Ily ov r a bleier. it
flow p nen 'Terrine-1 nu Obliging
Little renew-cm:est,
"Excuee mu,' 'aid a little, nervous
man in the post-ofliee, as he tapped a
large man on the :emulsive, "but you
are going off and leaving your box an-
locket' --leaving the door wide open.
sir-dans:Trouts practice, by the way!"
-Hey?" said the big man, as he
turned around anti looked down at the
Ind° nian.
"Your Ilex. sir. you are walking off
and leaving it open-thought I'd call
yotir Ain-11601i 10 it, sir---you might
have lest sointehing valuable, eir, if I
had not happened to see in?
man leekod very. very big to the little
poile:,1'41.any; 11‘eitil yil°1e4
"Oh, yes, certainly, sir, certainly-1
lost happened to notice that you were
going mitt had forgottee te lock your
poet-Mit-0 box here, anti thought
would call your attendee* to it, sir-
nrci:rtiooffnetu,se intelidetl. sir-beg your
"Shut up, will you!" retired the big
man. ••-fliiit aiii't my box!"
"Ole I---."
site t gets any box-I jes' saw that
one open an' booked through to see it
there was a little. iticaely letter-car-
eer in there that I am lookin' for. He
witslied a.ein me on the street one day, ,
en' I'm goin' to lick Iiiin the first tints!
I sec him. Ile's a little squint-eye'
man about your size, ale Whell I get I
holt of him I'm guilt' to raise him up
and lam him down onto the face of the
The Itutiebee's Warning.
Michael Phelan, the vigilant night
watchtnan at the Planters' hem*, tells
some queer stories of his experiences in
Ireland before he decided to emigrate:
"Once I saw a banshee. It was many
years ago, in King's county, Ireland,
about forty inesse from Dublin. Durinie
the summer Oohs there the twilight is
very ham. sine bite one afternoon, wisen
the stun had gone down, I happened to
walk over to the farm of a tilitii named
Michael Burn& Well. as we stood and
talked. niy friend suddenly said: •Mike,
do you want to see liallalltse?' Of course
I did, and when I looked winge lit•
pointed. Kure enough. there in tlw lane,
creeping along near the hedge, was a wets
bit of a thing Tett more than three feet
high. It looked like a little girl. only ita
hair, Which was long and yellow, fell
down its back clear to the ground, and as
it crept along it whimpered and moaned
just like a child in pain. My friend
looked very grave. seeing: -That's a
family banshee, and len afrai41 wane of- •
my reletions are going to be.. sick.'
••Pretty boon I left, but not before a
neighbur haul t. due riding up and told
told my friend to make haste, It8 ies
mother had been taken very ill. pie
next day I learned that the poor woman
lied died before her son reached her.
Oh. the leuislites are queer things. and
they never Ise any one rinse near them.
Antaher man I knew cause acrues one
sitting in a Porn field. near the fence.
When he suddenly appeared it ran out of
sight among the corn. lett it dropped its
comb from its yellow liain and the man
piektel it up and put it in his pocket.
That night the banshee came near the
house and wIlitled so piteously that the
man theorems( the comb out of the win-
dow. The banshee then left, anti when
a search was made next morning it was
found that the comb had disappeared,
too."-St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Ititsida's Convict "Artels."
Convicts travel to Siberia in "artels."
Such artels are provisional associations.
forinol for the sake of cenyenience. '1110
menthols of an artel have everything in
common. anti their affairs are controlled
by an elected chWf and his assistants.
The chief is called 'estarc.sta." Through
his hands goes the fond of the convene,
he is the keeper of their effects and
money, he acts as their spokesman before
the authorities, and the latter hold him
anti his assistants restansible for what-
roe titles- be unlawful in the centime a
the members of the attel during, the
journey.
Every twee of cottricte has its strict
rules and regulations'. It judge', and
punieliets culprits+ alto now and then turn
up among t I ion in Iles shape t informer*,
spew. me., and on leant convict ships
and 'gages, ns well as in the Siberian
transportation ',Heins, the find eig of dead
bodies -under covers" ie a frequent oc-
currence. To make a "cover" means in
the convict dialect to choke a man to
death inside the prison walls. Tbe long
loose coat worn by the convicts ia gent-r-
ally thrown over the head of the victim
to deaden his cries and grottos while lie
is being executed. Spire and informers.
Oat ios to bay convicts who, to gain special
privileges, furnish the authorities infor-
mation about the secret doings anti plans
of the artel, are especially bawd loy the
convicts. letter on it will be seen that
they have a pad deal to coneeal from
the authorities. The artel exerts such a
powerful influence on its members that
traitors are a rarity in convict trains.-
Michael Malkoff in Chicago News.
The "Mewling" Dying Out.
The custom of blessing food, or asking
a blessing upon ineale when eaten, us
dying out. Probably the cense of this
decadence of a very charming domestic
custom is due to a clearer conception of
relative values in these days. The ques-
tion is forced upon people of religious
stentiment why food is more to be con-
sidered blessed than elegies, or banks, or
a dozen other good things. The result is
that such religious customs fall away al-
tomeher. Houle life is oertainly none
the sefeeter, unle&s sonws substitute can
be offered. American Immo life ea too
hard and businteet like. Perhaps thgcus-
tom of the Norwegians to dance on the
green ewer(' after meals yowl' lie more
to our taste and improvement. Better
"still probably is the custom before meals
of reading from some interesting volume
what may be discussed during meal
tiine and after.-Globe-Democran
Burmese Workingwonnen.
Poor women work hard in Burnialt
and perform their allotted tasks by the
aide of the men. and rival them in the
quantity of work they do. In building
a pagoda. fer instance, I have seen thena
carry shallow, wide rtioutlies1 eurthen
jars. filled with briuks or mortar, poised
on top of their heads, and ascending the
frail looking bamboo ladders with them,
for the use of the men bricklayers who
were building the monument. Tbis
habit, universal ie Burmah, of the women
carrying loads upon their heads, no doubt
tends to make their movements more
graceful than they otherwise would be.
They carry everything in this faishion,
their tall jars oontaining drinking water
from the spring or river; the lacquered
trays upon which are carried heaped up
piles of fruits, vegetables, Esh, ete.-Cor.
San Francisco Chronicle,
Oak for Railroad Ties.
The forestry division of the United
States department of agriculture issue a
circular for the for the information of
railroad managers. It calls their atten-
tion to the fact that the general use of
white teak iquercue alta) for cross ties
is aiding in the exhaustien of that tim-
ber, so valuable for otlit•r purposes. At
the same time the chestnut. or tan bark.
oak, after being stripped of its hark, is
being It-ft to decay, it value for ties not
being known. It makes known that
several roads report that the chestnut oak
tics equal, if they do not excel. those of
the white oak in durability in the road-
bed. The object of die circuLar is to in-
duce an economical use of our forest sup-
linen. -American Agriculturist.
Betnedy for Hiccoughs.
The sufferer should close lois external
auditory canals with las fingers, exerting
a certain degree ef pressure; at the saute
time lie is to drink a few Kips of any
liquid whatever, the gloss or cup being
beld to his lips by anotLer person. The
effect is said to be unniediate.-New
York Medical JouruaL
Salaries of High Toned Cooks.
The salaries of leading chefs in private
families already in New York range from
$150 to $300 a month. They, too, re-
ceive conimi&sions, and in large places
employ their own aseistants, consieting
of a tneat and westry cook and a kitchen
girl to peel vegitables and do other work
of a similar character. And it is not an
unusual tliing for the chef To get a percent
age out of the wages which are paid to
these subordinates. The chief pook at
Delmonico's receives $6,000 a yeae anti a
share of the profitsmosfsAhe establishment
$300,000. M-atter they have
shares deee supplementary profits with
the acting manager of the establishment,
and they are said to be very considi•rable.
His income is supposed to be wanewhere
between $12,000 and 05,000 ann ually.
Like all entlitteiastie chefs he es de-
voted to those watrons of the eetablisee-
ment who give good dinners and we.,
understand them. And lie caters t.
them in a way that no premnts of money
could possibly neCtlre. When such
patrons come along the waiter receives a
card with the two letters imicribed on it.
-S. A.," meaning special attention, and
this is done not only to favor the patron
but to satiety the cook, who insiets on
having hia favorite dishes ine Teri,' served,
just as a teen desire' to have his poems
recited with a proper emphasis end ap-
preciation.-New 'York NVorld.
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silAisl blood.
A LAXATIYE.
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/It Its re•Lissittk•n the t•est and mom
netii e diuretics. if lb, Materna Medraca
are einnlitued lentifirallywith other
edect ire neneittei fur ,:orimen of the
a It can be relied tu give
k relief sad speedy mire.
tainanutials. have Gra reeds•pl
Jowl 1,-or cdvalars. (Mae
!nail par•ilho Trib• Isar. use/ tin, rwww$1, Ina
Prlie 1{1 MI 1444 by DruglstS
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CC. Prop's /acaLutortnt. VT.
W WHEELER
WHEELER, MILLS & CO., 
JOHN h. MILLSW FAXON% Book-keeper
Tobacco Warehousemen, Commilon Merchants and Grail Dealer!,
SEVENTH ANIP H. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal eilirase•s on Consignment,. All Tobacco lent as Covered hy
T. HERNDON. • R. 1.1 ALIA' MS J T. EDW ARDS.
•
row P. MAJOIL
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
rirCIPVI Tales 3133. Et411. •
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKsVILLE. TENN.
Cash advances on Tobseeo in store. or in the ,Mn•ta ot tot,IN farmers baul dealers. AllTobai•eo insured While in store at the expense (downer. exoept lore there ma no &anther. awlthen w II written orders not UP insure.
RIB 434011743•1116 Mat:sr-4o c:s1,Es.c, c5 co
Than any Mame la the Wetter-a t,ountry,




▪ whaer• assd IIS belie Ceusmilesieds Nlerclaams•. Hogiklasville, K .
3 W Metiaughe, Pre.olent. Directors: B. B Nance, D Boats& I Delete, T
Gaines, Lapittine. A.G. Bolder-
T. It. HAN( Ot K. II E. Cl/OPER . I. rItAblikt. W. E. RAGslIA
Hancock, Fraser fk Ragsdale,
OPRI= 'I" 0 271. ES
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLARKisN'ILLE.
Fs spathe( Exchange.
1'. R. HANCOCK. ••,.lesman.
W. J. ELY, .1 ve;•e r
HOPRINSN'ILLIE„K S.,
10 It Biala Street.
I T. .131.   Meek -teener.
RAGSDALE,  Saleeroas.
Special Attentit n to Sampling and Selling Tobacco. Liberal Advances
Made on Consignments.
All tobaci o inrured unless we have written Instructions to the mestere
Iiiglingltiloo[lit Cool° SO
More Welter 'Wood Mowere in use than ally other make le the nio11,1,
-I3ECe.seeer-Ta=--
They Do Better Work. Are ths Lightest Draft. and Last Longer.
We are permanent Agents In Christian county for Walter A. Wood Binder.. Helper..
Mower. dn.! tine Rakes. the most r,•mi•lete and highly improved lute ever built by any ssobeern
in the s °rid. t'or eases': management and light draft they beat the none.
FarmersCall and See Our Samples
now up ht the Mason Block We will keep a full line of Repairs for all Walter A. Wood ma-
chines prey loftily Sold In tbis county.
we are also attests tor Kingalaad &Douglas'
Engines, Threthers, Corn Shed era (with or
w about shuck), Saw Mills and Mill Supplies.
Plesee give us a call lwfore purchasing an thing
in the above line.
Respectfully,
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EXCURSION RATES FROM ALL POINTS,
OWENSEO JOCKEY CLUB
A
SUMMER MEETING, 1888-4m 131 141 151 16. ,
1P3FCC0 ..ekrariarm:
1.11 liaT MA V, M EDNENDAY, JUNE 33.
1. Pune., Feu; /Vito second. Vor 2.”•itr olds. line half mile.
2. Purse. 43110 ; 126 to second. For all ages. Three quarter. of a mile heats, I in 3
3. Instiller.' Ste kee-For 3-3 ear 1,111a. to start; of he+ 210 must aceonipstly nom
Nominations to clo.t. Julie I, IWO. IWO added; of hich $50 to second; 47,5 to dont.
V . f ulr'l.rbeeg'..6200; 225 Ill peened ror al I ages. 1/se .
liEtIOND MAY, , IRE 14.
I. Purse. SRO: IV.' to second. For t- year olds Three quarters of a tittle.
1. purse tyee; 825 to Ile.`lh.1 leer all age.. Half mile boats Yin E
▪ it t /ens' stakes--For all Pere $15 ..seh to start of uhich 41u must areompany nomina-
tion, tS: ..... in ationa close June I, ltkei.. $250 to lie added or u hieh sso eetsoil; 625 to third.
I 4rs. : $51 to second. .t II ages. Ope an,1 lifie.ititeenth
Tsasstio DAt, J., l
belr4en.
I_ Pure,. ISM; 215 to second For all age.. Three-fourths .if a nide:
• Porn., ;WO; Ito to woond. ror ail ages. On. furlong* Ileitis. I in 3.
3. Merchants' :takes-Yoe all ages. tits to start: of whieli FM must arsuuipani new matter;
(Nosinetions to /dose June f, 13/4.j. 4360 added; of a hieh $I0 to aceoed; $3•5 third• riiiO•
4. Puree, 112011; 10125,0hisitecoTond. uAlAl ale,cs.sAtirstiaiiielpu4nev-e:gibtili pvtarilesiti.
, Extra prograunno to be anno,teuett later .
No forfeit order @poem. Winner@ paid In full. Street cars direct to the
grounds. Ladleo adniitted free. Entry blanks and programmes furnishes" on
application to the secretary, at Owensboro, Ky.
CEO. V. TRIPLETT,
itilnieb,,firsdiLudd tisi.lastielsieveceou a litinian hair 
President.
11;er.-New York 
e Rockport, Indiana. JOCKEY CUB will Hold its Summer
delwy me any lunger?"-Dukola world, 
Meeting I ---. on June 21,earth about a dozen donee! Want to
Treatment of Pauper Consumptives,
No hospital or dispensary phyrecian in
our large cities can fail to recognize the
utter feebleness and inutility of the pres-
ent methods of toating pauper and indi-
gent consumptives. Dr. Seibert has
averred that among poor Gernians dis-
pensary treatment not only fails to cure,
but even sensibly to relieve this class.
Dr. Paul II. Kretzschmar confesseed to
an experience nearly similar. In the
hospital(' the story is not quite so bad.
Many patients in the first stage improve
for a fa:mei-hut the per,centage of eures
extremely ainallgand Most rases progress
rapidly to the worse. In New 1 ork pity
there are some 30,000 cases of consump-
tion, with 5,000 annual deaths. If soci-
ety providol elide:lent means of treat-
ment, at leti_st or 20 per cent. of them
could Ite cured anti restored to useful
nitizensliiro.-Modical Record.
_
cats fetched high prioes the MiddleAges, and were protected by 1dAY /LI Wales&beta esite
Drt eCt Ion .4 a Fraud.
An antiquarian tourist, who laid a
Mexican Indian $200 for a vase mid an
idol of (.4 that were alleged to be of
ancient native workmanship, has been F. W.CLARKE, Sec'yinformed loy Profess-tor Putnam, tbe Cam-
britleT art•hassologist, that the ,p1.•imena Owensboro, Ky.
tire of nester? manufacture and of little Th
value. The first clew to the detection of "
what Is this thsessa iriat uumtng
Upon Us ?
Like a thief at night it steals
in upon us unawares. 'Is he pa-
tients have paies about the
chest and sides, awl sometimes
.k. They feel dull
the mouth has a
bad Tri: le, espeeinliy ill the
morning. A sort ot ieky slime
•oi leas aim/tit t tet The
sppetite is poor. Tliere is a
feeling like a heavy loail On the
stomach; somet Mies a I.:CHIT, all
gone sensation at the pit of the
,totnach which food does not
satisfy. The eyes are atieken,
the hands and feet become Cold
and clammy. After a while a
cough sets in, tirat dry, but
after a few Health,: it ie attend-
with a greeniali-colored ex-
•ieetoritlion. 'flit- patient feels
Ind all the while, and sleep
ioes not seem to' afford any
.s•st. After :t time he becomes
tervous, irritable gl,smiv,
Ind has evil ,foreliodinge There
.s a gid liness sort of whirl-
:kg aensation the hen.-1 when. .
',sing up maidenly, The laiw.
.13 become costive; the skin is
lry and hot at times ; the blood
'fi.comem thick And litageant;
!ie whites of the eyea become
:inged with yelliiw; the urine
is scanty and. hivIt eoioreil, de-
,iositing ,seiliment after stand-
I'llere is frequently a
-;1;itting op of the food, Nome-
times with a sour taste and
sometimes wi th aweetish
ta.ste, this is fsequently at-
tended with pidpibit ion of the
heart; the visliei atones ilia
with sl Wile I A•fore the
'yte4; there 'le it of great
tirostratital till I W WA& All
id these syrup:ow. are in tom
woment. It is thoo4ht that
aearly onc-third of oor poini-
ktion has this some
of its varied forma.
It has been found that
have miataAlett -1 he eftt1,4e
of this flidittra.i.C. tift/ot• have
treated It for a eomplaint,
others for kidney disease, etc.
ete., but none 01 theae. kinds of
treatment have been attended
with success; for it is reallv
constipation and dyspepsia. ft
is also found that Shaker Ex-
tract of Hoots, or Mother Sei-
gel's Curative iity# tip, when
properly prepared will remove
this disease in all its stages.
Care must be taken, however,
to secure the genuine article.
IT IVILL SELL BETTER THAN
CoTTON.
Mr. John C. lIemptinstall,
of Cloilafirtnee? Cleburn Co.,
Ala., writea; .1Iy wife has
been so mph benefited by
Shalcvr Extract of Roots or
Seigera Syrup that she says
she would rather 1)41 without
part of her food without
the medicine. it has done her
more good than the doctors and
another medicines pot together.
I won't' ride twenty Miles to
get it into the hands of any suf-
ferer if lie can t.;•et it in no other
way. I believe it will soon sell in
this State better than cotton.
rsts-rolowv vnom TExas.
• Mrs. S.R. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Co., Mo., writes that
she had been long afflicted with
dyspepsia and disease ef the
urinary organs and was cured
by Shaker Extract of Roots.
Rev. J. J. Melluire, merchant,
of the salmi place, who sold
Mrs. Barton the medicine, says
he has sold it for four years
and never knew it to fail.
SHE WAS AI.MtiriT 14:AD
I was mo low with ilyspep-
sia that there was not a phy-
sician to be founil who could
do anythitig. with Elie. I had
fluttering of the heart and
swimming of the head. One
day I read your pamphlet called
"Life A the
which described my disease
better than I could myself. I
tried the Shaker Extract of
Roots alai kid. on with it mai
to-day I rtiee in good health
Mrs. M. I Tilimit.y, Bevier
mnbienbor.g co.,.K y.
For sale by all 1)111E704a, OT
address the .proprietor A. J
White, Limited, Lei Wari.e.a
St New York.•? _
FelryIew Notes.
losills new, June 1.-Capt. W. 'I'. El
lis, of Owensboro, was in toe n Thure
day.
FtliStoianye.'. W. Morrison was hi the city
Mr. Thos. leredelle, of St ',sites, Is
the guest of Mr. Richard Vaughan.
Mrs. ill II. Huddle was the guest o
Mrs. E. N. Dicke'', Suuday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown gave a de
liglitful entertaiiituent to our young
people Tuesday night.
Repairs on the Iteptiet personage are
contemplated.
Mr..1 as. Allen, who has been ill lo
several weeks, has Hinton entirely re
covered atel Was out Saturday, the 27th
for the drst time.
The armee! season has opened witl
vigor. Numerous parties anti enter-
tainments el' various Medd have beet
already given and summer Mils fair to
be a lively one. The young people o
tlsis neighborhood are wide awake ant
any entertainment in Which they par-
ticipate is sure to be pleasant. There is
considerable musical talent here and
the music on such occasiens mete a
feature. HAWK.
• - •
the Children. They are es-
461016 "1 peclally liable to sudden
Colds, Coughs, Croup, Whooping Cough,
etc. We guarantee Acker's English
Remedy a positive care. It saves
hours of anxious watching.‘ Bold by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkines file, Ky
As for Chauncey De pew, the beatiet
eir which Is tangled in his side-
whiskers shows all too plainly that he is
dreatnieg of Mr. Bleier.
Worth Knowing.
Mr. W. Morgan, tioerelettit, I.ake
City, Fla., was takeit with a severer
cold, atteuded with a distressing rough
an41 nettling into coneumption In its
first steges. Ile tried many so-eanee
popular cough remediee and steedily
grew worse. Was :educed In flesh, had
difficulty in breathing and was unable
to alone Finally tried Dr. King's New
Discovery fur Consumption and found
Immediate relief, and after using about
a half dozen bottles found himself well
anti has heti no return of the dionetese.
No other reinesly can ehow so grand a
record of cures, as Dr. King%) New Dia-
(-every for Consumption guaranteed to
410 inn what is claimed tor It. Harry
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